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Introduction 

Grażyna Bacewicz: Twentieth-Century Polish Composer 

  Grażyna Bacewicz (1909–1969) was an internationally recognized Polish composer and a 

professional violinist. Her compositions span a wide range of genres, including solo instrumental works, 

chamber music, orchestral pieces, concertos, ballet, opera, and incidental music. She became one of the 

most significant contributors to twentieth-century Polish music, but in the United States she is not well 

known or often studied. 

Bacewicz was born and raised in Łódź, a city in a historically Polish region that until 1918 was 

under the rule of the Russian Empire.1 Her mother, Maria Modlińska, was Polish, while her father, Vincas 

Bacevičius, was Lithuanian (he is also known by his Polonicized name, Wincenty Bacewicz). Grażyna’s 

musical training began at the age of five when her father started to teach her piano, violin, and music 

theory. Her siblings were also artistic. Her older brothers, Kiejstut and Witold, became pianists and 

composers. Her younger sister, Wanda, was a poet and writer.2  

Vincas Bacevičius returned to Lithuania in 1923 and dedicated the rest of his life to developing 

Lithuanian national education.3 In 1926, Grażyna’s second oldest brother, Witold (or “Vytautas” in 

Lithuanian), joined their father in the city of Kaunas and became a well-known Lithuanian composer. 

Bacewicz and her other siblings remained with their mother in Łódź. Bacewicz’s oldest brother, Kiejstut, 

reflected on his geographically divided family: “It is all too clear that, in our civilized world, each 

individual himself or herself decides on his or her national allegiance…. The fact that members of a single 

                                                        
1. Norman Davies, God’s Playground: A History of Poland, vol. 2, 1750–Present (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2005), 127. 

2. Biographical information in this section is drawn from Judith Rosen, Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and 

Works (Los Angeles: Friends of Polish Music, 1984); others sources also available in the bibliography. 

3. K. Bacewicz, “Wspomnienie o bracie Vytautasie Bacevičiusie,” in W kręgu muzyki litewskiej. Rozprawy, 

szkice i materiały, ed. Krzysztof Droba (Kraków: Akademia muzyczna w Krakowie, 1997), 170–71; qtd. and trans. 

in Małgorzata Janicka-Słysz, “The Letters of Grażyna Bacewicz and Vytautas Bacevičius,” the University of 

Leipzig, accessed December 30, 2015, https://www.gko.uni-

leipzig.de/fileadmin/user_upload/musikwissenschaft/institut/arbeitsgemeinschaft/musikerbriefe/17_Janicka-

SlyszEinl.pdf.  
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family represent different nationalities is far from unique.”4  

Bacewicz’s official music education began at the Warsaw Conservatory, which is now known as 

the Fryderyk Chopin University of Music. Her principal instructors were the violinist Józef Jarzębski, the 

composer Kazimierz Sikorski, and the pianist Józef Turczyński, who was a Chopin specialist. In 1932, 

Bacewicz graduated with two diplomas—one in violin, the other in composition. On the advice of Karol 

Szymanowski (1882–1937), the director of the Warsaw Conservatory, she then went to Paris to continue 

her education. Szymanowski encouraged many young Polish musicians to study with Nadia Boulanger 

(1887–1979) in Paris, which was the epicenter of new musical trends.5 Bacewicz attended the École 

Normale de Musique de Paris from 1932 until 1933, studying composition with Boulanger and violin 

with André Touret. Boulanger’s influence upon the development of neoclassicism in Poland was 

significant. She taught several generations of composers and musicians from all over the world including 

Aaron Copland, Elliot Carter, Astor Piazzolla, and Daniel Barenboim. The most recognized Polish 

neoclassicists among her students include Bacewicz, Tadeusz Szeligowski, Kazimierz Serocki, Michał 

Spisak, and Piotr Perkowski.6  

Bacewicz came back to Poland and began teaching at the State Conservatory of Music in Łódź in 

1934, but at the end of that year she returned to Paris, where she remained through 1935, studying violin 

with Carl Flesch. Bacewicz’s experiences in Paris helped her flourish as a virtuoso violinist, and her 

Parisian studies influenced her adoption and development of the neoclassical style. Several of her early 

works that reflect the neoclassical style were written during her Paris years, including the Wind Quintet 

(1932). 

Bacewicz returned to Warsaw in 1935 after completing her studies in Paris, and she 

continued her career as a concert violinist and composer. From 1936 to 1938 she joined the Polish Radio 

                                                        
4. Ibid. 

5. Piotr Grella-Możejko, “Fifty Years of Freedom: Polish Music after 1945,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 

39, no. 1/2 (March–June 1997): 184. 

6. Grzegorz Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” in An Outline History of Polish 

Music, ed. Tadeusz Ochlewski, trans. Magdalena Mierowska-Paszkiewicz (Warsaw: Interpress Publishers, 1979), 

134. 
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Orchestra, conducted by Grzegorz Fitelberg (1879–1953), serving as its principal violinist. This job 

offered Bacewicz the opportunity to perform her large-scale works, such as her Violin Concerto no. 1, 

and facilitated the performance of others, for instance the Three Songs for tenor and orchestra.7 In the 

same year that she started this orchestral position, she married Andrzej Biernacki, who was a physician 

and amateur pianist.8 In 1939, Bacewicz visited Paris for a concert of her compositions at the École 

Normale de Musique and returned to Warsaw only two months before the outset of World War II.9  

Even after the outbreak of World War II, Bacewicz remained in German-occupied Warsaw and 

continued her musical activities by working with the Underground Union of Musicians, which among 

other things promoted concerts, education, and composition of new repertoire.10 Bacewicz and her family 

eventually had to move elsewhere, residing in the city of Lublin until the Nazi surrender in 1945. Despite 

of these difficult circumstances, she continued giving concerts.11 In 1945, at the end of World War II, 

Bacewicz joined the National Conservatory in Łódź once again, becoming an instructor of music theory 

and violin. Because of her artistic and humane contributions during the war, she received the Warsaw 

Prize in 1949 from the city of Warsaw. 

During the years of reconstruction following the war, Poland did not win the democratic 

independence that many Poles had desired, as Poland and many other Central and Eastern European 

countries were governed by communist regimes and remained under the control of the Soviet Union. In 

1948, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts officially announced policies instituting socialist realism, 

which provoked strong discussion between defendants and opponents of this governmental policy. In 

1949, the Ministry of Culture and Fine Arts held a conference for composers and musicologists at Łagów 

to create clear guidelines for musicians to implement socialist realism and reject formalism. 

                                                        
7. Maja Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz,” in Polish Composers, the Polish Music Center, the University 

of Southern California, http://www.usc.edu/dept/polish_music/composer/bacewicz.html, last modified September 9, 

2009. 

8. Judith Rosen, “Grażyna Bacewicz: Evolution of a Composer,” in The Musical Woman: An International 

Perspective, eds. Judith Lang Zaimont, Catherine Overhauser and Jane Gottlieb (Westport: Greenwood, 1984), 107. 

9. Ibid.   

10. Adrian Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2005), 17. 

11. Jane Weiner LePage, “Grażyna Bacewicz: Composer, Virtuoso Violinist, Pianist,” in Women 

Composers, Conductors, and Musicians of the Twentieth Century: Selected Biographies, (Metuchen: Scarecrow, 

1988), 3:4. 
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Conceptualizing socialist realism in musical terms, especially for instrumental music, proved difficult; the 

consensus was that socialist realist composition might make use of a plot, present an ideological idea or a 

program, use accessible stylistic language, be centered on melody, or employ folk elements that would 

please the masses.12 In other words, all the traits of modernist music (“formalist music”), such as the use 

of dissonance, atonality, twelve-tone serialism, and jazz, were abandoned.13  

Bacewicz and other composers satisfied the dictates of socialist realism in their instrumental 

works in part by using Polish folk sources. Bacewicz already had turned to folk music in her 

compositions written before this time, including in her quartets; incorporating folk sources was not new to 

her. Another approach to promoting socialist realism in instrumental music was to use Classical and 

Baroque forms and genres because of their accessibility and clarity.14 In this sense, too, socialist realism 

did not affect Bacewicz significantly since she already had been pursuing neoclassicism long before 

socialist realism became official. Other composers, including Tadeusz Baird and Kazimierz Serocki, were 

in the same position as Bacewicz and continued to pursue neoclassicism, which aligned with the 

requirements of the new doctrine. One Polish composer, Roman Palester, on the other hand left Poland to 

avoid these restrictions.15 

Musical activities flourished in Poland despite repressive conditions, just as they had during 

World War II. Post-war music developed in part thanks to the formation of a number of Polish musical 

institutions and organizations, including Polish Radio, the Union of Polish Composers (Związek 

Kompozytorów Polskich; ZKP), Polish Music Publishers (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne; PWM), and 

concert orchestras in major cities.16 The support of these organizations enabled Bacewicz to pursue her 

musical activities, and she received numerous awards during this period. Among them are an honorable 

                                                        
12. J. Peter Burkholder, Donald J. Grout, and Claude V. Palisca, A History of Western Music, 7th ed. (New 

York: Norton, 2006): 875–76. 

13. Ibid. 

14. Ned Charles Kirk, “Grażyna Bacewicz and Social Realism (DMA thesis, The University of 

Washington—Seattle, 2001), 39. 

15. Beata Boleslawska, “Andrzej Panufnik and the Pressures of Stalinism in Post-war Poland,” Tempo, no. 

220 (April 2002): 16. 

16. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 26. 
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mention for her Olympic Cantata at the International Olympic Games Art Contest in 1948 and the Polish 

National Prize in 1950 for her Concerto for String Orchestra. The latter was performed by the Polish 

National Symphony Orchestra in the United States in the same year she received the National Prize.17 

As political restrictions began to loosen following the death of Stalin in 1953, cultural exchange 

between Eastern and Western Europe increased, allowing for a wide dissemination of foreign musical 

scores and recordings in Poland.18 It was a turning point in allowing Polish composers to move away from 

neoclassicism and socialist realism and toward the avant-garde.19 In an attempt to become an active agent 

of cultural exchange, in October 1956 Polish composers initiated the Warsaw Autumn International 

Festival of Contemporary Music. For this event, many composers and critics from around the globe 

gathered in Warsaw to share their music and listen to new compositions. The purpose of the Warsaw 

Autumn Festival was to introduce Polish music to an international public and also to offer an opportunity 

for Polish composers to showcase their compositions alongside works from other countries.20 At the same 

time, the festival presented Polish audiences with the chance to hear new compositions from other 

countries and foreign works not performed in Poland during the Stalinist years. The compositions of 

Arnold Schoenberg, Igor Stravinsky, and Béla Bartók, which had not been played in Poland for some 

time, were programmed at the Warsaw Autumn.21 The Polish Composers’ Union (ZKP) clearly 

mentioned their goals for the Warsaw Autumn in the Festival program book as follows:  

…We hope that this, the first collation conceived on such a scale on Polish territory of 

many trends of contemporary musical creativity, will give participants in the Festival the 

opportunity for free and frank exchange of experience and opinion, contributing to the 

tightening of sincere bonds of cultural community between artists taking part in the 

Festival.22 

 

At the same time that avant-garde composition was becoming more popular in Polish circles, 

Bacewicz turned her attention solely to composition because of an injury from a car accident in 1954. 

                                                        
17. Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz.”  

18. Stefan Jarociński, “Polish Music after World War II,” The Musical Quarterly 51, no. 1 (1965): 250. 

19. Humięcka-Jakubowska,“Musical Activity in Poland after World War II,” 18. 

20. Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” 161. 

21. Lisa Jakelski, “Gorecki’s Scontri and Avant-Garde Music in Cold War Poland,” The Journal of 

Musicology 26, no. 2 (2009): 210. 

22. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 86. 
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Although political circumstances had given Bacewicz and other Polish composers much greater freedom 

to write avant-garde music, she did not rapidly switch her compositional style, rather she tried to 

incorporate avant-garde elements into her neoclassical style.23 Bacewicz stated, “I have not crossed so far, 

and now never will, the line that separates us from the ‘absurd’…In my music, a great deal happens, it is 

aggressive, and at the same time, lyrical.”24  

As she entered her last decade as a composer, Bacewicz moved back and forth between 

innovation and tradition rather than favoring strictly one approach. She returned to the neoclassical style 

of writing in her Music for Strings, Trumpets and Percussion (1958), which received the third prize at 

UNESCO’s International Rostrum of Composers in 1960. One of her works that moved far away from 

tradition was the Quartet for Four Cellos (1964), which is regarded as avant-garde because of its unusual 

structure of two movements, its lack of clear thematic ideas, its strong dissonances, and its unusual 

instrumentation for four cellos.25 Bacewicz’s use of extended string techniques to create unusual tone 

colors is demonstrated in compositions such as her Quartet for Four Cellos, her String Quartets no. 6 and 

7 (1960 and 1965, respectively), and Pensieri notturni (1961). Her imaginative employment of string 

techniques developed over the course of her career, perhaps having been originally influenced by the 

innovative approaches to string writing in Szymanowski’s Myths, op. 30 (1915) and Bartók’s late string 

quartets from the 1930s. These compositions had included unusual combinations of string techniques 

such as sul ponticello, sulla tastiera, a punta d’arco, au talon, and col legno.26   

Bacewicz’s experimentation with string techniques fits within a new style, called “sonorism,” 

developed by the Polish musical avant-garde during the 1960s. Sonorism emphasizes timbre as the focal 

point of musical composition.27 Use of tonal coloring and unconventional articulation are common 

                                                        
23. William R. Martin, “Consolidation,” in Music of the Twentieth Century (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-

Hall, 1980), 370.  

24. Ibid. 

25. Judith Rosen, “Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works,” Polish Music Journal 5/1 (Summer 2002), 20.  

26. Lucy Miller Murray, Chamber Music: An Extensive Guide for Listeners (Lanham: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2015), 29.  

27. Grove Music Online, s.v. “sonoristics, sonorism,” by Zbigniew Granat, accessed December 22, 2015, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/2061689. 
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compositional devices in sonorism. Penderecki’s composition Anaklasis (1960), written for 42 strings and 

percussion, is representative of sonorism. This composition employs many extended string techniques, 

including quarter-tone clusters, the concept of the “highest pitch possible,” and indications to play 

between the bridge and the tailpiece. Although Bacewicz’s late compositions such as the Quartet for Four 

Cellos might not be considered as sonoristic as Penderecki’s Anaklasis because of the existence of normal 

meter and rhythm in Bacewicz’s works, hers late compositions do suggest some aspects of sonorism.28As 

analyses of Bacewicz’s Quartets no. 6 and no. 7 will demonstrate, form in these works depends, like in 

other sonoristic compositions, on the organization of distinct sonoristic gestures and “contrasts in 

instrumentation, texture, timbre, articulation, dynamics, movement, and expression,” as listed by the 

Grove Online article on “sonorism.”29 

During the last five years of her life, beginning in 1965, Bacewicz actively served as a jury 

member for numerous competitions, such as the Wieniawski International Violin Competitions, the 

International Competition in Naples, and the International Quartet Competition in Budapest. She 

continued composing music prolifically. Compositions from this period include three concerti, three 

chamber compositions, five orchestral works, three keyboard works, two string compositions, one vocal 

work, and a ballet Desire (1969, unfinished) for orchestra and tape, which was her last composition. She 

also taught at the Warsaw conservatory, at the time called the State Higher School of Music, from 1966 

until her death from a heart attack in 1969.  

Grażyna Bacewicz, one of the most notable composers, educators, and performers of her time, 

dedicated her life to the development of music in twentieth-century Poland.30 This study will examine her 

seven string quartets with the goal of expanding knowledge of her stylistic evolution and the relation of 

that evolution to the history of twentieth-century Polish music. The following seven chapters will discuss 

each of the seven string quartets by considering their historical background and analyzing their stylistic 

                                                        
28. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 162. 

29. Grove Music Online, s.v. “sonoristics, sonorism,” by Granat. 

30. Grella-Możejko, “Fifty Years of Freedom,” 191. 
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characteristics as well as Bacewicz’s writing for the string quartet. Some of the quartets are written in the 

neoclassical style, use conventional (though imaginatively implemented) formal organization, and have 

lyrical melodies in traditional modes, while others make use of new compositional techniques and formal 

organization, drawing the ear to dissonance and unexpected sonorities. This study will establish a 

framework for musicians and audiences to increase their knowledge of Grażyna Bacewicz’s music, and 

will introduce performers to this less-familiar branch of twentieth-century chamber repertoire.
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 Chapter 1: String Quartet No. 1 (1938) 

 

Historical Background 

Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 1 was written in 1938, three years after her return to Warsaw from 

Paris, where she had studied violin and composition. Her manuscript of this quartet is lost, but a copy by 

a S. B. Dworecki survives. At the end of Dworecki’s manuscript, Bacewicz inscribed “Warsaw 1938,” 

giving us a firm date for this work. The first published edition of this composition appeared exactly sixty 

years later, when in 1998 PWM (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne) released a print of the String Quartet 

no. 1 based on Dworecki’s copy. No other editions have been published since. 

Although Bacewicz acknowledged this 1938 composition as her String Quartet no. 1, she 

previously had begun two other string quartets, both of which were left unfinished, and both of which 

lack exact date indications. The manuscripts of these unfinished quartets consist of sketches and various 

pages.31 Her other two published compositions from the same year as the String Quartet no. 1 are Three 

Arabic Songs for tenor and orchestra and Three Arabic Songs for soprano and piano.  

The Paris Society of Young Polish Musicians (Stowarzyszenie Młodych Muzyków Polaków, 

known by the acronym SMMP) sponsored the concert that included the premiere of Bacewicz’s String 

Quartet no. 1, which took place in April 1939 in Paris. The performers were the Figueroa Quartet (Le 

Quatuor Figueroa),32 composed of Jose Figueroa, first violin; Pierre de la Motte-Rouge, second violin; 

Guillermo Figueroa, viola; and Jean Reculard, cello. The Paris Society of Young Polish Musicians was an 

organization that encouraged emerging Polish musicians to disseminate their music in Paris, and that also 

assisted in bringing new musical trends to Poland.33 This society organized more than seventy concerts 

for young Polish composers between 1922 and 1939. Piotr Perkowski and Feliks Roderyk Łabuński, 

                                                        
31. Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz.” 

32. Thomas, Review, Notes 60, no. 2 (December 2003), 546.  

33. Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” 135. 
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pupils of Karol Szymanowski, established this organization and stated its goals and purpose with the 

declaration:  

The atmosphere in Paris… is most helpful to young composers… It forces them to take 

part in a race of ingenuity, often proceeding at an overwhelming pace. How great is the 

advantage of such a “race” to a young, creative mind searching for new forms, new 

means of expression, fresh musical impression—in a word,for all that which the special 

Paris atmosphere can give and which allows progress to reach maturity and bring forth 

fruit!34  

 

Stylistic Analysis  

 During the years before 1938, while studying with Kazimierz Sikorski in Warsaw and Boulanger 

in Paris, Bacewicz encountered and adopted neoclassicism, which influenced most of her compositions. 

Over the course of her career, she developed a distinct neoclassical voice. The String Quartet no. 1 is one 

of the early major works in her oeuvre that engages with neoclassicism.35 The most prominent 

neoclassical features of this quartet are Bacewicz’s clear thematic and tonal plans and her predilection for 

contrapuntal textures and frequent metric changes. As I will argue, the String Quartet no. 1 also 

demonstrates neoclassical influence in its formal clarity and in Bacewicz’s use of traditional forms, 

namely ternary form, theme and variations, and sonata form. The work consists of three movements: 

Moderato; Andante tranquillo; and Vivo. 

The energetic first movement is centered on C major, except during the opening, which has 

inflections from the C minor mode. Bacewicz structures this movement as a ternary form. The first 

movement has two principal themes, one presented in the second half of Section A, the other presented at 

the beginning of Section B. Each section of the ternary form has two or three subsections. Please refer 

below to Figure 1.1 for a formal outline of the first movement of the String Quartet no. 1. 

 

                                                        
34. Ibid.  

35. Thomas, Review, 546. 
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FIGURE 1.1   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 1, first movement 

A a Moderato, mm. 1–30 

b (first theme) 
mm. 31–51 

B 
c (second theme) 

mm. 52–65 

d 
mm. 66–97 

c′′ mm. 98–104 

A′ 

 

a′ mm. 105–135  

a′′ Tempo I (Moderato): mm. 135–141 (end) 

 

Section A contains two subsections that are almost equal in length, though the first is slightly 

longer. Subsection 1 (a) serves as an introduction. No full theme is present; instead, Bacewicz lays out 

compositional gestures and motivic ideas that she will develop throughout this movement. Significant 

compositional gestures in Subsection 1 (a) include tremolo accompaniment and slurred ascending and 

descending lyrical passages of eighth notes in contrary motion. Subsection 1 also introduces two motives 

that will be featured throughout this quartet: a semitone motive and intervallic use of perfect fourths and 

fifths. These perfect fourths and fifths are first found in the pizzicato chords in all four instruments at the 

pick up measure to m. 1, as shown in Musical Example 1.1. The second motive, a semitone figure, first 

appears in m. 1 in the first and second violin. Motivic development is a defining feature of Bacewicz’s 

compositional strategy in this quartet, and motivic development would prove important in later quartets as 

well.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 1–2 

 

 

 Bacewicz includes a carefully structured acceleration within Subsection 1 (a) before moving into 

the first theme in Subsection 2 (b). The emotional palette of the beginning is calm at first. However, six 

measures after the beginning of Section A, Bacewicz employs avvivando to push the music dramatically 

toward the più mosso in m. 10. Concurrently, she gradually increases the frequency of passages using 

sixteenth notes, creating a forceful arrival at the più mosso. Similar accelerations recur throughout this 

movement and appear in the introductions of her later string quartets, most notably in the first movement 

of her String Quartet no. 4.  

Bacewicz concludes Subsection 1 (a) by presenting the compositional gestures she will use to 

close each subsection throughout the movement. Her first signal that Subsection 1 (a) is drawing to a 

close is a sul ponticello duet; with one exception, sul ponticello duets occur six to nine measures before 

the end of each subsection. A first violin and viola sul ponticello duet begins in m. 24, seven measures 

before the end of Subsection 1 (a), as shown in Musical Example 1.2. After the sul ponticello in m. 24, 

Bacewicz presents her second closing signal: a group of quarter note chords, which will always contain 

the important intervallic motive of perfect fourths or perfect fifths. A silence follows, and Subsection 1 (a) 

concludes, as shown in the final measures of Musical Example 1.2. This pattern of chords and silence will 

recur throughout the first movement at the ends of subsections, although Bacewicz makes some 

alterations in Section B and Section A′.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 23–30 

 

 

 

Lyrical and motivic ideas from the opening become prominent in the first theme, which begins at 

Subsection 2 (b) in m. 31. The first theme, given in part in Musical Example 1.3, features the slurred 

ascending and descending semitone duet from the opening, although Bacewicz alters it in some respects. 

The instruments given the semitone motive are the first violin and the viola, rather than the first violin and 

the second violin, creating a darker timbre. She constructs an unusual tone color by initially having the 
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viola play an ascending semitone in a higher register than the first violin, which now takes the descending 

semitone. Bacewicz also uses tremolo accompaniment, as she also had in Subsection 1 (a). 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 31–32 

 

 

 Another way that Bacewicz creates a darker timbre in Subsection 2 (b) is by scoring the sul 

ponticello duet for the inner instruments, rather than for the first violin and viola. As mentioned earlier, a 

sul ponticello duet is Bacewicz’s signal that a subsection is nearing its end. Subsection 2 (b) continues the 

pattern; the duet is followed by a group of quarter note chords, then silence.  

Bacewicz presents the second theme at the opening of Section B (m. 52), which itself is 

structured as a small ternary form (cdc′). In the second theme, she plays with the boundaries of simple and 

compound meter and explores a variety of techniques and tone colors, differentiating this theme from the 

first. The lyrical, quiet second theme is set in 4/4 and contains many triplets and triplet subdivisions; 

Bacewicz eventually moves it into true compound meter at the 12/8 in m. 76. Subsection 3 (c) also 

features evocative and varied combinations of sul ponticello with pizzicato, trills, and extended drones. 

Bacewicz follows her pattern of using sul ponticello to signal the end of Subsection 3, but she alters the 

scoring by assigning sul ponticello to the viola alone rather than to two instruments. 

In the lengthy Subsection 4 (c′), Bacewicz modifies the second theme in rhythm, pitch, and 

articulation. In m. 76, for example, she features a triple pulse but creates an ephemeral mood by calling 

for spiccato in all four instruments. At the end of Subsection 4 (d), Bacewicz alters her closing pattern. 
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Instead of calling for a group of quarter notes chords followed by silence, she places a G.P in m. 97, 

without any preceding chords. Use of this G.P adds force to the effect of the dramatic crescendo, which 

begins in m. 95 and ends right before G.P. In Subsection 5 (c′), the last formal segment of Section B, she 

brings back the triplet motive, derived from the beginning of Subsection 3 (c), in pianissimo. Bacewicz 

again modifies her closing pattern by delaying the sul ponticello duet until just two measures before the 

end of the subsection, but she includes the group of quarter note chords she had omitted in  

Subsection 4 (d).  

The beginning of Section A′ in m. 105 does not initiate a reprise of the first theme from 

Subsection 2 (b). Instead, Bacewicz favors establishing a ternary form by recalling Subsection 1 (a), albeit 

with some alterations in pitch, as shown in Musical Example 1.4. In Subsection 6 (a′), as in Subsection 1, 

Bacewicz accelerates using avvivando and employs the closing signal of sul ponticello. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 104–107 
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In Subsection 7 (a′′), Bacewicz once again repeats Subsection 1 (a) in m. 133, but now she creates 

allusions to arch structure by making the final subsection almost identical to the first as shown in Musical 

Example 1.5. As at the end of previous subsections in the movement, Bacewicz concludes with a final 

group of quarter note chords, this time in G major, followed by silence. This passage is shown in Musical 

Example 1.5. She surprises the audience by abruptly unleashing one more chord, a pizzicato non-diatonic 

harmony. She does not resolve to C major, which had been the center of the movement. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 132–140 

               

 

The second movement is focused, in a neo-tonal sense, on E minor. The movement is in theme 

and variations form, which was one of the forms that twentieth-century composers drew upon when they 
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looked back to the Classical and Baroque eras. Please refer below to the map of this movement given in 

Figure 1.2. 

 

FIGURE 1.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 1, second movement 

Theme mm. 1–8  

Var. I mm. 9–19 

Var. II mm. 20–35  

Var. III mm. 36–52  

Var. IV mm. 53–75  

Var. V mm. 76–96 (end)  

   

The theme (marked Tema in the score) conveys a solemn and serious affect, which is evoked in 

several ways: a turn to the minor mode, a plaintive semitone motive that is present in all voices, the 

Andante tranquillo marking, and indications of con sordino in all four instruments. The theme is an 

adaption of the Lithuanian folksong “Vai žydėk, žydėk” (“Zakwitnij białe jabłuszko” in Polish; 

“Blossom, you white apple tree”), played by the first violin and cello.36 Musical Example 1.6 contains the 

entire theme. Bacewicz’s interest in this Lithuanian folksong likely reflects her family background, 

specifically her Lithuanian heritage through her father.  

 

                                                        
36. Ibid. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, second movement, mm. 1–8 

 

 

 

The somber affect of the Tema continues in the first variation, with all instruments remaining 

muted. As shown in m. 12 of Musical Example 1.9, the second violin often plays in parallel fourths 

during the first variation, recalling the importance of the interval of the fourth from the first movement. 

The cello offers accompaniment, and repeated Es in the viola emphasize the tonic.  

 Even as the quartet continues con sordino in the second variation, Poco più mosso, Bacewicz 

broadens her palette of tone colors by applying different string techniques to each instrument, as can be 

seen in Musical Example 1.7. She writes sul ponticello tremolo in the second violin and pizzicato in the 

cello. The viola, marked “en dehors,” establishes a new tone color as it takes over the theme. At the end 

of the variation, in m. 32, the first violin-viola duet in contrary motion recalls the violin duet featured in 

the preceding variation. Bacewicz turns away from E minor to finish this variation in E major.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, second movement, mm. 20–22 

 

 

The third variation presents a sudden change of mood through dramatic changes in dynamics, 

pitch center, and texture. A burst of sound comes at the opening of the variation, shown in  

Musical Example 1.8. The quartet plays fortissimo, senza sordino, leaving behind the reserved character 

of the preceding variations. The dynamic dips down to pianississimo in m. 48, but it soon returns to f and 

remains there until the ending, which Bacewicz indicates as “senza dim” (and without a fermata). The 

pitch center drops from E to E♭, and flatted notes become prominent throughout the variation. Bacewicz 

introduces a new texture that can be described as homorhythmic, giving all four instruments a cohesive, 

unified voice.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, second movement, mm. 36–38 

 

 

The lengthy fourth variation, the penultimate in the movement, serves as its climax. Bacewicz 
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draws upon diverse articulations and instrumentations as she broadens her range of timbres and textures. 

Each instrument begins with a different articulation, as shown in Musical Example 1.9. In m. 53, 

Bacewicz assigns the expressive main melody to the first violin, while the second violin plays repeated 

trill-like passages and the viola provides a steady pulse in eighth-notes staccato (the cello is silent). The 

timbre grows darker three measures later when the viola, marked en dehors, takes over the theme. At the 

same time, the two violins converge into a homorhythmic texture, presenting sixteenth-note patterns in 

contrary motion. In m. 63, as Bacewicz prepares for the second iteration of the theme within the fourth 

variation, she dramatically decreases the dynamic and uses a homorhythmic texture to bring together the 

three upper instruments as one unified voice playing sixteenth notes. The texture grows even simpler in 

m. 64 when the violins and viola drop out and the cello emerges from its drone to play an expressive 

recitative. The texture from the opening of the variation recurs in m. 68 with the return of the theme, 

although now a drone on F is added below the three upper strings.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, second movement, mm. 53–54 

 

 

Bacewicz brings the fourth variation to a calm close as she prepares a smooth transition to the 

fifth also the final variation, which recalls the quiet initial Tema. Three measures before the end of the 

variation, the cello drops out, and the three upper strings begin a diminuendo. In the second violin and 

viola duet, changes from sixteenths to triplet eights to duple eighths create the illusion of a ritardando. In 

the last two measures, Bacewicz directs the upper strings to play perdendosi. The first violin ceases its 
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melodic activity as it holds out a simple drone on E, which extends even past the final pizzicato chord in 

the three lower strings.  

The fifth variation evokes the sorrowful affect of the Tema. Bacewicz reiterates the theme as it 

had first been stated in the movement, and in the same key of E minor. She also creates a connection to 

the Tema through the marking of Tempo I, as shown in Musical Example 1.10. Throughout the 

movement, the tempo had grown faster, moving from Andante tranquillo (Tema and Variation 1) through 

Poco più mosso (Variation 2) to Moderato (Variation 3) and Allegro (Variation 4), but Variation 5 turns 

back to the original tempo.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, second movement, mm. 76–79 

 

 

Even as Bacewicz links the Tema and the fifth variation, she also imbues her final variation with 

distinct timbres, dynamics, and textures. The concluding variation has more resonance than did the Tema. 

Bacewicz does not bring back the mutes she had called for at the beginning of the second movement, and 

even though the dynamic marking is now pianissimo instead of piano, the sound is more open than at the 

beginning. Bacewicz also expands the complexity of the texture in this final variation. In the Tema, the 

first violin and cello had played the melody, with the inner voices accompanying them. The fifth variation 

is more contrapuntal and egalitarian: all instruments serve as the melodic lead and an accompanimental 

voice in turn. Bacewicz concludes the movement softly, with the three upper strings playing double stop 

open fifths, creating an ambiguous ending.  
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The dance-like character of the final movement contributes to the quartet’s neoclassical aesthetic, 

as does Bacewicz’s use of sonata form. This third movement returns to C major, which had been the 

center of the first movement. Please refer below to the map of this movement given in Figure 1.3. 

 

FIGURE 1.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 1, third movement 

Exposition 

 

1st theme: mm. 1–58 

2nd theme: mm. 59–87 

Development mm. 89–160  

Recapitulation mm.161–191 (end) 

 

Bacewicz’s exposition is on one level a standard example of sonata form: she presents two 

contrasting themes highlighting two different tonal centers. The viola (over a staccato cello 

accompaniment) initiates the first theme, a fugato, shown in m. 3 of Musical Example 1.11. The second 

and first violins enter in turn. Such contrapuntal writing demonstrates the influence of Boulanger, who 

emphasized the music of J. S. Bach as a model to Bacewicz and her other students.37  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, third movement, mm. 1–11 

 

                                                        
37. Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” 138. 
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In m. 46, as Bacewicz begins a transition toward the second theme, she abandons the rhythmic 

motive from the first theme that had permeated the movement to this point. Instead, a sixteenth-note 

ostinato comes to the fore, eventually supporting the cantabile melody that enters in m. 51 as the music 

continues to move toward the second tonal center of G major. In m. 59, Bacewicz introduces the second 

theme at the Poco meno, ma non troppo, which is shown in Musical Example 1.12. This theme alternates 

between 3/4 and 2/4 and strongly emphasizes the pitch collection of G major. A new lush lyricism 

overtakes the movement as the upper strings play leggiero (lightly) dotted eighth notes above a sinuous 

cello melody. Even though the second theme introduces a dramatic change of style from the first theme, it 

continues to emphasize the semitone, which had been an important interval since the introduction of the 

first movement of the quartet. The opening pitches of the cello’s melody in m. 59 oscillate between G and 

F♯, and Bacewicz makes the semitone structurally significant when she shifts from the G major collection 

to the A♭ collection in m. 67.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.12   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, third movement, mm. 59–64 
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At the beginning of the development, Bacewicz introduces a new theme that, like the first, 

prominently features two sixteenth notes followed by an eighth, as shown in part in Musical  

Example 1.13. Bacewicz modifies this new theme and the first two themes throughout the remainder of 

the development. The first time Bacewicz recalls the opening fragment of the first theme is in m. 99 in the 

second violin, and then in m. 116 in the viola.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.13   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, third movement, mm. 89–92 

 

 

The second theme dominates near the end of the development from m. 140 to m. 160. The second 

theme appears in the same tonal center, G major, as it had in the exposition, and with the same 

articulation marking of leggiero. Despite this, the second theme no longer has lush instrumentation and 

melodic lines, and it instead features jarring contrasts in meter, rhythm, dynamics, and texture. The 

measures in 4/4, marked piano and leggiero, contain the dotted figure pattern that had been important for 

the accompanying voices in the exposition. Now the first violin alone has this figuration, with no true 

melody below it. Bacewicz also expands the role of the oscillating octave motive that had first appeared 

in m. 60 in the viola. She creates sharp contrasts between measures marked leggiero and measures 

marked fortissimo featuring the viola oscillating motive in octaves in all four instruments. In summary, 

the reiterated second theme consists of alternation between soft and melodic 4/4 segments and loud 3/4 

segments, as demonstrated in Musical Example 1.14. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.14   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, third movement, mm. 139–144 

 

 

Even as the oscillating octave motive continues, fugal passages starting in m. 150 anticipate the 

return of the recapitulation, which appears in m. 161. The brief recapitulation brings back the first theme 

and reestablishes C major, the home tonal center of both outer movements of the quartet. Bacewicz does 

not reiterate the second theme and moves directly to the third theme, which now appears in C. The final 

chord of the movement, comprised of the notes C, D, E, G, and A, the notes of the C major pentatonic 

scale, reaffirms the importance of C major in the quartet. This chord also suggests the influence of jazz. 

Bacewicz often chooses added sixth chords as the final chords of her later quartets, including in the finale 

of her String Quartet no. 3.  

 Among the characteristics that create coherence throughout the quartet are Bacewicz’s strategic 

placement of pauses and rests, frequent change of meter, and use of the semitone and the perfect fourth 

and the perfect fifth intervallic motives. Although colorful melodies and harmonies and subtle changes of 

timbre are significant features of this quartet, Bacewicz also develops her music through use of silence. 

Placing a rest, grand pause, or fermata at a crucial moment creates phrasing and surprises the audience.  
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 Frequent metric shifts recur throughout the entire quartet, demonstrating the importance of 

neoclassicism to Bacewicz’s music. The last movement features the greatest variety of metric shifts, 

alternating among 2/4, 3/4, 2/8, and 4/4. The changes between 5/4, 4/4, and 2/4 in the first movement and 

between 3/8 and 3/4 in the second are significant as well. Melodically, harmonically, and structurally, the 

semitone binds the movements together and establishes cohesiveness even across the diverse affects and 

styles of the individual movements. In her String Quartet no. 2, she would continue to develop her interest 

in metric changes and semitone relations.  

 

Writing for String Quartet  

In her String Quartet no. 1, like in her other works for strings, Bacewicz draws upon her intimate 

knowledge of string techniques, which came from her experience as a professional violinist. She does not 

employ techniques simply for virtuosic show; string techniques are an integral component of the drama 

and structure of the quartet. For example, string techniques help maximize the difference between 

dynamic levels. Bacewicz uses this strategy in m. 89 and m. 90 of the first movement, which are provided 

in Musical Example 1.15. She changes from pianissimo sul ponticello to forte ordinario, achieving a 

more jarring contrast by manipulating the placement of the bow than she could through dynamic 

markings alone.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 1.15   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 1, first movement, mm. 89–90 
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 Part of this quartet’s distinctive character comes from Bacewicz’s frequent indications of sul 

ponticello, especially in the first two movements, as has been mentioned in the preceding analysis. 

Besides sul ponticello, Bacewicz uses other string techniques, including left-hand pizzicato in the second 

violin and viola in mm. 41–44 of the first movement. In that passage, the left-hand pizzicato figuration 

provides a percussive effect, which continues through sixteenth note punctuation with the sul ponticello in 

the following Tempo II. Bacewicz also carefully marks when a specific string should be used to ensure 

proper tone color. For example, she calls for sul G energico with use of accents in the first violin in mm. 

22–23 in the last movement to create a dark and energetic sound. Her careful attention to indicating 

specific strings would continue in her subsequent quartets. 
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Chapter 2: String Quartet No. 2 (1942) 

 

Historical Background 
 

The String Quartet no. 2 was written in 1942 during World War II. The war years (1939–1945) 

were difficult for every Pole, including Bacewicz; more than six million Polish citizens, three million 

Polish Jews and three million non-Jewish Poles, lost their lives, and millions more suffered from the 

Third Reich’s attempt to eradicate the Polish nation.38 Despite these tragic circumstances, 1942 was a 

special year for Bacewicz; her only child, Alina, was born. Bacewicz and other Polish musicians persisted 

in their musical activities in the face of many hardships and privations, both personal and professional. 

As a result of the restrictions on public concerts imposed by the German occupiers, most Polish 

musicians turned to performing in smaller venues such as cafés, private homes, and art galleries.39 The 

premiere of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2 took place in an art gallery on May 21, 1943, with the 

sponsorship of The Underground Union of Musicians. The performers were Eugenia Umińska, first 

violin; Tadeusz Ochlewski, second violin; Henryk Trzonek, viola; and Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, cello.40 

The art gallery was owned by the pianist Bolesław Woytowicz, who provided a venue for some thirteen 

hundred concerts over the course of the war.41 A variety of other string quartets, including the works of 

Antonín Dvořák, Kazimierz Wiłkomirski, and Lutosławski, were also performed at this art gallery.42 

 

Stylistic Analysis  

 Neoclassical traits remain important in Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2, as can be seen in the 

composition’s neo-tonality, use of sonata and arch form, contrapuntal passages, frequent metric shifts, 

and thematic and motivic development. The most striking difference between her String Quartet no. 1 and 

                                                        
38. Norman Davies, Rising '44: the Battle for Warsaw, (New York: Viking, 2004), 85–6. 

39. Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” 141.  

40. Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz.” 

41. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 18. 

42. Michalski, “Before the Outbreak of the Second World War,” 141. 
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her String Quartet no. 2 is that in the latter she connects all three movements to each other thematically 

and motivically, strongly integrating the entire composition. The work consists of three movements: 

Andante-Allegro molto; Andante; and Allegro giocoso. 

The cheerful first movement, Allegro ma non troppo, is written in sonata form and centered on C 

major. As in her String Quartet no. 1, she does not use functional harmony, but instead takes a 

neoclassical approach to tonality and use of pitch collections. Please refer to Figure 2.1 for a formal 

outline of this movement.  

 

FIGURE 2.1   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2, first movement 

Introduction mm. 1–21 

Exposition 

 

1st theme: mm. 22–82 

2nd theme: mm. 83–107 

Development mm. 108–268 

Recapitulation mm. 273–357 (end) 

  

 

In the first seven measures of the introduction, Bacewicz presents five of the seven motives that 

are the basis of the entire quartet. These motives are summarized and described in Figure 2.2. As part of 

the examples of motives indicated in Musical Example 2.1, the two chords that open the first movement 

contain the intervals of the perfect fourth and the minor third (Motive 1), which will return both 

melodically and harmonically throughout the work. In the second measure, Bacewicz places this motive 

in double-stops in the first violin. Beneath, she introduces two other ideas in the viola: eighth-note 

staccato punctuation (Motive 3) in contrary motion (Motive 2) with the second violin. These are both 

motives in their own right; they will appear sometimes together, sometimes separately. Motive 4 is an 

anapestic figure of two sixteenth notes followed by an eighth note in m. 4 in the second violin. Motive 5 

appears with both violins playing running sixteenth notes. The sixth motive will be introduced in the 

exposition, as indicated in Musical Example 2.4 and the last motive appears in the development. 
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FIGURE 2.2   The seven principal motives in Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2 

Motive 1 Intervals of perfect fourth, minor third 

Motive 2 Contrary motion 

Motive 3 Eighth-note staccato 

Motive 4 Anapestic figure of two sixteenth notes followed by 

an eighth note 

Motive 5 Running sixteenth notes 

Motive 6 Oscillating sixteenth-note passages  

Motive 7 Fast-moving notes against a pedal tone 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 1–7 

 

 

In the exposition, Bacewicz develops and combines motives from the introduction and presents 

two new motives as well. Through incorporating Motive 1, Motive 2, and Motive 5, Bacewicz establishes 
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an energetic and rapid first theme, which is given in m. 22 of Musical Example 2.2. In the opening 

measure, Bacewicz mixes Motive 2 and Motive 5 in the first violin and cello. In the second measure, she 

draws upon the intervallic structure of the first motive and the rhythmic patterns of Motive 4. This 

rhythmic motive regularly occurs throughout the outer movements of the String Quartet no. 2. Other 

examples include m. 4 and m. 23 in the first movement, as well as mm. 6–7 in the final movement. These 

are included, respectively, in Musical Examples 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 20–24 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, third movement, mm. 4–7 

 

 In the seventh measure of the first theme, Bacewicz presents Motive 6, which consists of 

oscillating sixteenth notes. The second violin has a descending whole tone pattern, and the viola an 

ascending semitone figure. Although Bacewicz employed semitone and whole tone intervals in several 

chords in the introduction, these intervals had not been emphasized; here, they gain structural and 

thematic significance. Motive 6 in both its whole tone and semitone permutations recurs throughout the 

quartet, and it is the main material for the second theme.  

In the second theme, beginning in m. 83 of Musical Example 2.4, Bacewicz reuses many motives 

from the introduction and the first theme, but she transforms them to create an entirely different affect, 

scaling back from the intensity she had built up from the outset of the exposition. The oscillating 

sixteenth-note motive no longer serves as accompaniment; it moves out of the inner voices and into the 

first violin. Meanwhile, she reduces the dynamic to pianissimo and gives the inner instruments long-held 

notes. The cello plays Motive 3, but it is lighter as the line is marked pizzicato, rather than arco with 

staccato, which the viola had in m. 2. This eighth-note punctuation motive, placed in the second violin, 

initiates the second phrase of the second theme. Bacewicz creates a new tone color in this passage through 

generous use of double-stops, many of them with open strings, in all four instruments in mm. 93–99. The 

open strings and prominent use of fourths and fifths evoke the resonant sounds of folk music. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 82–85 

 

 

  The lengthy development incorporates all the motives from the previous sections and also 

introduces a new motive. Bacewicz makes a significant formal choice that helps integrate the movement 

as a whole; instead of proceeding directly to working out material from the exposition, she recalls three 

measures from the introduction, with slight modifications. Bacewicz then presents Motive 7, which 

consists of fast-moving notes, usually sixteenths, against a pedal tone. This gesture is one of her 

distinctive compositional patterns frequently used in her works, including the Concerto for String 

Orchestra (1948). Alternating moving notes against a pedal tone is a typical pattern in Baroque 

compositions, including those of Bach and Vivaldi. This idea may suggest some neoclassical influence. 

Excerpts from both of Bacewicz’s works are given in Musical Example 2.5a and 2.5b.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.5a   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 111–114 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.5b   Bacewicz, Concerto for String Orchestra, first movement, mm. 1–4 

 

 

In addition to presenting a new motive in the development, Bacewicz also offers a new theme—a 

lyrical melody set in fugato that contrasts with the character of the earlier two themes. The third theme, 

shown in part in Musical Example 2.6, relies on motives that she had used in the exposition. The perfect 

fourth is an especially prominent interval, which links this theme to the introduction and Motive 1. 

Adding a third theme in the development suggests that Bacewicz sought to emulate not just eighteenth-

century composers, but also nineteenth-century models such as Beethoven’s Eroica Symphony and 

Mendelssohn’s “Italian” Symphony. Bacewicz’s melody itself evokes Romantic lyricism. In m. 165, the 

first violin introduces a songlike melody in cantabile with wide leaps. The cello, following in fugato, 

restates the new theme in m. 174 with the same intervals but at a different pitch level, as demonstrated in 

Musical Example 2.7. The viola picks up the melody, entering in m. 219. Using counterpoint in the 

development was a hallmark of later classical composer such as Beethoven. Beethoven’s String Quartet 

op. 18 serves as an example. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 163–166 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, first movement, mm. 171–178 

 

 

The recapitulation restates all of the movement’s motives and the first theme. The first theme, a 

combination of Motive 2 and 5, returns in C major at the opening of the recapitulation. The theme 

remains almost unchanged until m. 288, presenting the exact same motives. Motive 1 and Motive 4 

appear in m. 279; Motives 2, 3, and 5 appear in m. 273; and Motive 6 appears in mm. 276–278. Breaking 

with the convention of restating all themes in the recapitulation, Bacewicz does not bring back the second 

theme. Instead, in the remaining part of the recapitulation, Bacewicz reshapes and mixes the motives. For 

example, she incorporates Motive 4, Motive 2, and Motive 3 between mm. 310–323, and the intervallic 
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motive of the perfect fourth and minor third (Motive 1) is placed harmonically and melodically at the last 

three measures of the recapitulation. 

The elegiac slow second movement, Andante, is composed of three alternating themes. The 

overall form of the movement is ABCA′C′B′A′′, an arch form with elements of a rondo. Please refer to 

the map of this movement given in Figure 2.3.  

 

FIGURE 2.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2, second movement 

A (first theme) mm. 1–20 

B (second theme) mm. 21–40 

C (third theme) mm. 41–75 

A′ (the center of the arch) mm. 76–96 

C′ mm. 97–117 

B′ mm. 118–125 

A′′ mm. 126–136 (end) 

 

Section A presents a slow, sorrowful melody in fugato, which hearkens back to the counterpoint 

used in the first movement. The main material of the fugato subject is descending semitones, which are a 

distinctly new intervallic motive; this subject is provided in Musical Example 2.8. The descending 

semitone motive adds plaintive color to the melody. The first entry of the fugato subject appears in the 

first violin, with E as the tonal center. The subject passes down to the viola in m. 5. The sorrowfulness of 

the melody becomes intensified with the higher register and the louder dynamic of forte in m. 14 in 

Musical Example 2.9. Even as Bacewicz places the new descending semitone in the fugue subject, she 

reuses Motive 7 from the first movement in the accompanying voices in the second violin and the viola in 

mm. 1–6.   
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, second movement, mm. 1–6 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, second movement, mm. 14–16 
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Pastoral melodies and tropes dominate Section B. The viola carries the second theme, a simple 

and gentle melody that frequently uses major thirds, which are the second newly introduced intervallic 

motive in this movement. The viola’s melody also includes the semitone motive from the first theme. 

Drones in the cello and the second violin and pure natural harmonics in the first violin contribute to the 

pastoral color. This passage with natural harmonics in the first violin becomes a descending chromatic 

line that evokes the theme of Section A. The opening of the Section B is shown in m. 21 of Musical 

Example 2.10. The peaceful Section B is followed by a brief transition in mm. 37–40 in which all four 

instruments play double stops, many involving open strings, as the ensemble executes a molto crescendo. 

Like in the second theme of the first movement, Bacewicz uses double stops to intensify the mood, which 

helps prepare for the stormy Section C that follows.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, second movement, mm. 20–23 

 

 

Section C, which begins in m. 41, includes a third theme and the theme from Section B. The two 

violins present the third theme as a pedal tone moves from the pedal G in m. 42 to A in m. 44 in the first 

violin, which draws upon Motive 7 from the development in the first movement. The opening of the 

Section C is shown in Musical Example 2.11.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, second movement, mm. 41–46 

 

 

The cello joins the violins in playing the Section C theme at m. 47. After the cello’s entrance, Bacewicz 

begins to combine the theme for Section C with the theme for Section B. While upper three instruments 

present the sixteenth-note pattern of Motive 7, the viola plays the Section B pastoral melody en dehors. 

As Section C draws to a close, the violins and cello join the viola in recalling the theme from Section B.  

The return of Section A, in m. 76, differs from the original Section A in one significant way: 

Bacewicz reverses the order of the contents by placing an intensified and louder version of the Section A 

theme first then moving to a quieter version of the melody.  

In order to create her arch structure, Bacewicz brings back Section C before returning to Section 

B. As with the earlier Section C, Section C′ includes an extended portion of Section B, allowing for a 

smooth transition to Section B′. Section B′ is simpler and shorter than the original Section B. The calm 

and pastoral Section B′ moves seamlessly into Section A′′, which concludes the movement.  

 In Section A′′, the final portion of the movement, Bacewicz mixes themes from Section A and 

Section B together with motivic elements from Section C. This is the first time that Bacewicz combines 
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materials from all three sections of the movement. Section A′′ begins with the viola playing the first 

theme. The viola imbues this theme with a darker timbre than the violins had given it in its previous 

iterations. The second violin introduces fragments of Section C beginning in m. 129, playing Motive 7 

with a pedal tone G. The second violin then takes up the theme from the Section B in m. 132. This theme 

is fragmented rather than being given intact as it had previously, even when it had appeared as a ritornello 

in Section C and Section C′. The movement ends quietly with an ambiguous final chord composed of B♮, 

E♭, C♮, G♯, and F♮. This chord has no clear connections to the preceding material, either in terms of the 

initial center of E or in terms of subsequent motives.   

The complex and lively third movement, Allegro, balances out the first movement. The third 

movement shares many of the same motives with the first movement, returns to the same tonal center of 

C major, and also is set in sonata form. This final movement even closely recalls the first theme from the 

first movement. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 2.4. 

 

FIGURE 2.4   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 2, third movement 

Exposition 1st theme: mm. 1–69 

2nd theme: mm. 70–107 

Development mm. 108–216 

Recapitulation mm. 216–370 (end)  

 

The first theme in the exposition draws upon Motive 2 and Motive 5, like the first theme of the 

first movement. Both themes appear in the same register, although the first movement’s theme is centered 

on C major and the third movement’s on A minor. Bacewicz does not establish either of these tonal 

centers in a traditional way, but she nonetheless connects the outer movements by mimicking the 

relationship of relative major and minor. Within the first theme of the third movement, Bacewicz also 
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takes up another motive, Motive 4, from the first movement, but in mirror image—an eighth note 

followed by two sixteenths. This motive becomes especially prominent beginning in mm. 28–36.  

The second theme of the final movement has a very different character than does the active 

second theme in the first movement. The last movement’s second theme has more similarities to the lush 

third theme from the first movement. This second theme in the final movement features prominent use of 

the minor third, a lyrical melody in the first violin, and sixteenth-note accompaniment in the viola. The 

opening of the second theme of the third movement is shown in Musical Example 2.12. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.12   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, third movement, mm. 68–71 

 

 

 The development of the final movement includes a new theme (a third theme) along with 

fragments of the first and second themes. Thus, the first and third movements also have structural 

similarities as they both have third themes appearing in their developments. Bacewicz briefly alludes to 

the first movement’s Motive 2 and Motive 5, now presented in 6/8. Afterward Bacewicz interjects 

fragments of the lyrical second theme, emphasizing the intervallic motive of the minor third. The third 

theme, which appears in m. 129, continues focusing on the minor third intervallic motive and also adds 

the motive of the major second.  

The recapitulation begins as expected with the return of the first theme, though it is now centered 

on D major instead of A minor. At the reiteration of the lyrical second theme, Bacewicz turns toward the 

tonal center of C, which had been the center of the first movement. Before Bacewicz finishes out the final 
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movement, she indirectly draws its first theme toward the tonal center of C by placing it in the relative 

minor, A. This iteration of the first theme begins in m. 293, as shown in Musical Example 2.13. In  

mm. 293–329, Bacewicz begins pushing phrases through running sixteenth notes (Motive 5) with a 

crescendo toward the final C major chord ending. With the turn to A minor and C major, Bacewicz 

integrates the quartet as a whole by returning to the tonal center of the first movement. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.13   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, third movement, mm. 291–294 

 

 

Writing for String Quartet 
 

 As in her String Quartet no. 1, Bacewicz applies varied string techniques, including sul ponticello 

and left-hand pizzicato, and glissandi. In the String Quartet no. 1, she had used combinations of sul 

ponticello, trills, and pizzicato to create diverse timbres. In this second quartet, she does much the same, 

applying sul ponticello, glissando, and sul G both separately and simultaneously.  

 As mentioned in the preceding chapter, Bacewicz indicates articulations precisely and 

meticulously specifies when passages should be played on a certain string. In the String Quartet no. 2, she 

indicates au talon, or at the frog, in the viola at m. 148 in the last movement. She specifies that the viola 

also should play all down bows. Together, au talon and down bows create an active and percussive 

sound. Conversely, in order to bring out a dark and rich sound in m. 129 of the last movement, she 

indicates sul G in the first violin, as shown in Musical Example 2.14. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 2.14   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 2, second movement, mm. 7–8 

 

 

 Although the first violin generally serves as the main voice throughout the quartet, Bacewicz 

highlights the viola in certain passages and themes. In the first movement, when Bacewicz introduces the 

lyrical and fugal third theme in m. 219, she places the viola in a register higher than the two violins to 

bring out its entrance. The role of the viola becomes greater when it introduces the main melody of 

Section B in the second movement. Bacewicz makes the viola the principal voice at the last return of the 

main theme of the second movement, in Section A′′. 
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Chapter 3: String Quartet No. 3 (1947) 

 

Historical Background  

Bacewicz wrote her String Quartet no. 3 in 1947, two years after the end of World War II. She 

composed the quartet during one of her tours in Paris and published the work in Poland the following 

year. Although Bacewicz no longer faced the repressions of the Nazi occupation, she and other Poles 

faced new difficulties as their country fell under the rule of a communist regime, within the reach of the 

USSR though not officially a part of it. Bacewicz also had personal challenges as she tried to balance her 

careers as a composer and a performer (in addition to her responsibilities as a mother and a wife). In a 

letter sent to her brother Witold in 1947, she lamented that it was not easy for her to write music while in 

Paris. Though her performance engagements were necessary for earning a living, they left little time for 

composition:  

[I]f someone were to tell me to resign from my career as a violinist, I would be only too 

happy. I play, because it would be unbecoming to stop, because of strength of impetus, 

and because, well, I earn my living in Poland this way, but I would rather earn less, have 

peace, sit home and compose. I dream of this…Of course, when I’m in Paris, there is no 

way I could compose (I don’t have the time, etc.) and when I travel in Poland 

concertizing, I can only compose as I pass through, at night time. And that’s not right.43 

 

Despite difficult circumstances, Bacewicz continued to compose, and during the same year that she wrote 

her String Quartet no. 3 she also completed her Sonata for Violin and Piano no. 3 and the song “Here is 

the Night” for voice and piano. In December 1947, the world premiere of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3 

was given in Kraków. The performers were Stanisław Tawroszewicz and Władysław Latała, violin; 

Tadeusz Gonet, viola; and Zofia Adamska, cello.  

The String Quartet no. 3 was well received. Along with Bacewicz’s Violin Concerto no. 3 and 

Symphony no. 4 (1953), her String Quartet no. 3 received the Minister of Culture Award in 1955.44 

                                                        
43. Grażyna Bacewicz, “From Notes and Letters by Grażyna Bacewicz,” ed. Wanda Bacewicz, trans. 

Wanda Wilk, Polish Music Journal 1, no. 2 (Winter 1998), www.usc.edu/dept/polish_music/PMJ/archives.html. 

44. Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz.”  
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Witold Lutosłwski has spoken highly of Bacewicz’s contribution to Polish music through this quartet. In 

the foreword of Judith Rosen’s book, Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works, he noted: “her String 

Quartet No. 3… is marked by an exceptional polyphonic skill in addition to its masterly idiomatic writing 

for string quartet.”45 Performers, too, have given their validation to the piece, as it is still frequently 

performed in public. 

 

Stylistic Analysis  

Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3, like her String Quartets no. 1 and 2, and the concurrently 

composed Concerto for String Orchestra (1948), is written in the neoclassical style and characterized by 

clear tonal and formal structures.46 These qualities are in accordance with the compositional ideals 

Bacewicz outlined in a letter she wrote in Paris to her brother Witold in 1947, the year she wrote the 

String Quartet no. 3. She strongly emphasized the importance of musical form and having rules for 

constructing music:  

Polish composers have long since freed themselves from Szymanowski’s influence and went 

different ways. I step quite alone, because I mainly care about the form in my compositions. 

Because I believe, that if you place things randomly or throw rocks on a pile, that pile will always 

collapse. So it is that in music there must be rules of construction that will allow the work to stand 

on its feet. Naturally, the laws need not be old—God forbid. The music may be simpler or more 

complicated—it is unimportant, it depends upon the language of a given composer, but it must be 

well constructed…. 

 

The clear formal structures in the Sting Quartet no. 3, as well as those of her previous two quartets, align 

with these reflections regarding the importance of attention to form in musical composition.  

The String Quartet no. 3 consists of three movements: Allegro ma non troppo, Andante, and 

Vivo. Each movement presents different thematic ideas within a clearly defined formal structure—sonata 

form, arch form, and rondo form, respectively.   

                                                        
45. Witold Lutosławski, foreword to Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works, Judith Rosen (Los Angeles: 

Polish Music History Series, 1984), 12. 

46. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 72. 
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The most noticeable characteristic of the first movement is that it recalls the first movement of 

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, both rhythmically and texturally. Like Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, 

Bacewicz’s quartet opens with a fast movement, though Bacewicz’s emotional palette is decidedly more 

cheerful. Please refer to the map of the first movement given in Figure 3.1. 

 

FIGURE 3.1   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3, first movement 

Introduction mm. 1–11 

Exposition 1st theme: mm. 12–40 

2nd theme: mm. 41–72 

Development mm. 73–124 

Recapitulation mm. 125–243 (end) 

 

At the beginning of the movement, Bacewicz borrows the famous short-short-short-long rhythmic 

motive from the first movement of Beethoven’s Symphony no. 5. During World War II, this rhythmic 

motive had become known as Beethoven’s victory theme for two reasons. The first had to do with the title 

of the symphony. If written using Roman numerals, the title of the work was “Symphony V,” and the “V” 

came to symbolize the “V” in the word “victory.” The second reason had to do with the musical material 

itself; the short-short-short-long motive was the same as the pattern for the letter “V” in Morse code.47 

Bacewicz’s use of the victory theme in the String Quartet no. 3 thus draws upon highly sensitive and 

symbolic musical material. Bacewicz perhaps expresses exuberant and vital energy through the victory 

theme to celebrate the end of the war. 

Bacewicz also evokes the texture and scoring of Beethoven’s Symphony no. 5. In both 

Bacewicz’s and Beethoven’s works, the victory motive opens the movement and appears in one string 

instrument and then another until it has been given to all. The string instruments then play the motive 

together homorhythmically. These similarities in instrumentation and scoring can be seen by comparing 

                                                        
47. Adrian Thomas, Grażyna Bacewicz: Chamber and Orchestral Music (Los Angeles: Friends of Polish 

Music [University of Southern California], 1985), 29. 
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Musical Example 3.1 and Musical Example 3.2. Nonetheless, Bacewicz does not emulate Beethoven’s 

thunderous opening. In her quartet, the instruments initially play piano or pianissimo, only reaching 

fortissimo when they play the victory motive homorhythmically in m. 4 and mm. 8–11. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 1–10 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.2   Beethoven, Symphony no. 5, first movement, mm. 1–21 (strings only) 

 

 

 

After reaching the fortissimo at the end of the introduction in m. 11, the first violin presents the 

first theme while the other instruments continue playing the victory motive. The first theme in m. 12 is 

given in Musical Example 3.3. Bacewicz also employs the victory motive during the second theme in  

m. 41. The second theme has several other important affinities with the first theme. In both themes, the 

first violin presents the main lyrical melody, and the second violin and the viola play oscillating semitone 

passages in contrary motion. However, Bacewicz differentiates the second theme by bringing out more 

tenderness through lowering the register of the first violin and indicating sul G to create a warm timbre.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 11–18 

 

 

After presenting both themes, Bacewicz gradually reduces the number of instruments with 

rhythmically active lines. All members of the quartet have sixteenth notes in the second half of m. 67, but 

only three do in the measure that follows. Two instruments are rhythmically active at m. 71. Finally, only 

the static line of the cello remains holding a C at the beginning of the development, as shown in Musical 

Example 3.4. This process creates a smooth transition out of the exposition. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 66–70 

 

   

The development, which starts in m. 74, moves from the rhythmically busy and energetic 

character of the introduction and exposition into a more reserved emotional palette. Bacewicz achieves 

this change in character through several means. The development contains inflections from the minor 

mode and has softer dynamics, simpler rhythmic patterns, and a slower pulse.  

Bacewicz’s development of motivic and thematic material from the exposition is subtle and 

varied. The cello introduces a third theme, which is shown in Musical Example 3.5, at the beginning of 

the development. In some ways, this third theme is a rhythmically augmented version of the first theme 

(Musical Example 3.3), but the intervallic patterns differ enough that the cello’s melody is a new theme. 

At the same time, the viola also plays a rhythmically augmented version of the victory motive, which had 

originally accompanied the first theme.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 74–81 

 

 

A significant new motive appears in m. 93, about a third of the way through the development, and 

continues through m. 104. Bacewicz presents a chain of perfect fourths interlinked by a semitone (or 

sometimes whole tone) as shown in Musical Example 3.6 in the first violin.48 In the exposition, she had 

featured perfect fourths in the second theme, particularly in m. 42 and m. 46 in the first violin’s melody, 

but here she combines them with semitone to create a distinctive interlocked motive. Although she 

sometimes modifies the alternation of perfect fourths and whole steps, she employs this interlocked 

motive throughout the rest of the first movement, and this motive also becomes an important component 

of the last movement.  

 

                                                        
48. Thomas, Grażyna Bacewicz, 29. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 94–101 

 

 

In the recapitulation, Bacewicz returns to the lively character of the introduction and exposition. 

She integrates the new interlocked motive from the development with expected motives and themes from 

the exposition. The victory motive returns at the beginning of the recapitulation in m. 125. In m. 166, the 

viola brings back the lyrical first theme, and the first violin repeats it in m. 172 while making some 

alterations in pitches and intervallic patterns. Bacewicz then interjects the interlinked perfect fourth 

motive from the development. Instead of having a reprise of the second theme, she presents the third 

theme from the development beginning in m. 196. The cello plays the melody like it had first appeared in 

the opening of the development. As the movement concludes, Bacewicz presents the victory motive 

homorhythmically once again in all four instruments, starting in m. 235, which pushes the movement 

toward its end. Four measures before the end, the harmonies suddenly swerves to B major, as shown in 

Musical Example 3.7. The first movement concludes with the second inversion of the B major-major 

seventh chord, with the second violin carrying the A♯. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, first movement, mm. 239–243 

 

 

The second movement, Andante, is structured as an arch form. The form also has elements of rondo, due 

to its recurring thematic ideas. A formal outline of this movement is provided in Figure 3.2. 

 

FIGURE 3.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3, second movement 

A mm. 1–33 

B mm. 34–45 

C mm. 46–89 

B′ mm. 90–94 

C′ mm. 95–98 

A′ mm. 99–115 (end) 

 

Section A has an imitative texture, and the principal theme prominently features the interval of 

the minor third. As mentioned regarding String Quartet no. 1, Bacewicz’s use of contrapuntal writing 

demonstrates the influence of her teacher, Nadia Boulanger. The first violin’s presentation of the principal 

theme initiates Section A with a scalar passage spanning an ascending minor third and a semitone, as 

shown in Musical Example 3.8. In the next measure, the cello imitates this line with a descending minor 

third and semitone. Beginning in m. 5, the second violin imitates the first violin with the same ascending 

scalar pitches, but she raises the middle and the last note by a half step, and so its line spans a major third 

and a major second.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 1–11 

 

 

Bacewicz is known for her linear approach to harmony, and here she uses it to create modal 

exchange between major and minor. Although Bacewicz desired independence from Szymanowski in 

terms of style, as she had mentioned in the letter to her brother Witold cited earlier, she occasionally 

demonstrates the influence of Szymanowski in moments such as this modal exchange. Szymanowski 

often used modal exchanges to maintain continuity without using exact repetition of motives.49  

In m. 10, the first violin continues developing the theme of Section A, using the original 

intervallic pattern of the minor third and a semitone. Beginning in the middle of Section A, in m. 17, 

Bacewicz alternates moving notes against a pedal note, which is shown in the violins in Musical  

                                                        
49. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 300.  
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Example 3.9. Bacewicz favors this Baroque style compositional gesture and used it in the development 

section of the String Quartet no. 2 as well. In m. 24, she gives the first violin a dramatic jump into sixth 

position to reach the peak of Section A, which is given in Musical Example 3.10. This passage is 

followed by a decrescendo to pianissimo ending to set up a dramatic contrast with the loud opening of 

Section B.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 16–23 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 24–27 
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 The brief Section B, which begins in m. 34, moves toward a more homophonic texture. Bacewicz 

introduces a new tone color through artificial harmonics, which is shown in mm. 41–42 of Musical 

Example 3.11. She also presents a new rhythmic motive, which consists of an anapestic figure of two 

sixteenth notes followed by an eighth note. This motive appears in the first measure of Section B, as 

shown in Musical Example 3.12. This motive will become one of the foundational ideas in Section C. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 40–47 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.12   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 34–35 
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 Section C, which begins in m. 46, features motivic materials from Section A and B as shown in 

the first violin in m. 46. Bacewicz features the intervallic motive of the minor third from the opening in 

the first violin. She later integrates the artificial harmonics and rhythmic motive from Section B. 

Bacewicz also introduces a new motive consisting of semitones in contrary motion, which is presented by 

the first and second violins in m. 49. Toward the end of Section C, the rhythmic subdivisions become 

faster and the dynamics grow louder. The instruments converge into a homorhythmic texture and reach 

the climax of the arch structure in m. 85.  

 Bacewicz has brief reprises of Section B and Section C; Section B′ is only five measures, and 

Section C′ is but four. In Section A′, Bacewicz reversed the order of the first two passages from the 

original Section A, which strengthens the arch structure. Unlike the original Section A, which started with 

the minor third motive, Section A′ begins with the climax passage of the original Section A in m. 99, as 

shown in Musical Example 3.13. Both Section A and Section A′ have the tranquil final ending.   

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.13   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, second movement, mm. 92–99 
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The Finale, Vivo, leaves behind the contrapuntal density of the preceding movement and presents 

tuneful and energetic melodies within a rondo form. Bacewicz brings a neoclassical twist to this 

movement by placing the rondo theme in a different key area each time it occurs. In keeping with 

neoclassical aesthetics, Bacewicz does not use functional tonality but establishes key areas through other 

means, such as use of pitch collections and repetition. Please refer to the map of the third movement given 

in Figure 3.3. 

 

FIGURE 3.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3, third movement 

A  mm. 1–24: Principal theme in F major 

mm. 25–69: repeat of the principal theme in C major 

B mm. 70–106: 2nd theme in G major 

A′ mm. 107–147: Principal theme in F major 

C mm. 148–175: 3rd theme in A major 

A′′ mm. 176–218: Principal theme in C major  

D mm. 219–260 : 4th theme in uncertain tonal center  

A′′′ mm. 261–299: Principal theme in B♭ major 

C′ mm. 300–310: 2nd theme in F♯ major 

A′′′′ mm. 311–340: Principal theme in C major 

mm. 341–351: repeat of the principal theme in F major (end) 

 

Bacewicz begins the principal theme in Section A, which features an oscillating semitone in the 

first violin centered on F major. As shown in Musical Example 3.14, the cello accompanies the first violin 

with an interlinked motive derived from the development of the first movement. This motive will 

consistently appear as accompaniment during reprises of the rondo theme. Bacewicz demonstrates 

compositional craft in linking the movements, but this connection is not particularly audible. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.14   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 1–7 

 

 

Bacewicz repeats the initial phrase of the principal theme in m. 25, this time centered on C major, 

the traditional dominant of the F major with which the movement had opened. She then moves to a 

transitional section in m. 61. As shown in Musical Example 3.15, this passage consists of descending 

sequences. These sequences eventually settle on the note “G,” continuing Section A’s movement around a 

faux-circle of fifths. G is also the center note of the following section, Section B.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.15   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 61–69 

 

 

At pick up to m. 72, the first violin introduces the lyrical second theme melody in Section B, 

which is centered on G major. This melody is soon repeated in G minor in m. 80. Bacewicz creates an 

affinity between this movement and the second movement through such major/minor modal exchange. 

 The principal theme from Section A returns in m. 107 in the cello, now center on F major, and the 

viola accompanies the melody with the interlinked perfect fourth motive. Section C arrives in m. 148, 

introducing a new melodic theme, given in part in Musical Example 3.16. As in Section B, the first violin 

functions as the main voice in Section C, playing a tuneful melody with inflections from the Lydian mode. 

Section C has several links to the second movement. It contains major and minor modal exchange and 

features the minor third intervallic motive in the melody. The main melody also includes a reversed 

anapestic rhythmic motive (i.e., an eighth note followed by two sixteenth notes, rather than the anapestic 

rhythm of the second movement).  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.16   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 148–155 

 

 

In Section A′′, the first violin plays the principal theme for a second time, but now in C major. 

This melody begins in m. 176. Unlike Section B and Section C, which introduce new lyrical thematic 

ideas, Section D presents altered materials from previous sections. The upper three instruments play the 

reversed anapestic rhythmic motive from the second movement in saltando while the cello plays running 

sixteenth-note passages derived from Section A, as marked in Musical Example 3.17.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.17   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 216–227 

 
 

Section A′′′, which begins in m. 261, features the principal theme played by the viola in B♭ major. 

Bacewicz introduces novelty to this reprise by writing a brief glissando between the eighth-note figures in 

the cello and the viola in mm. 278, 281, and 295. The following Section C′ brings back the theme from 

the original Section C along with its major-minor mode exchange, centered on F♯ major in  

m. 300. Whereas Bacewicz had mimicked movement around the circle of fifths at the beginning of the 

movement, by Section A′′′ and Section C′ she has abandoned this paradigm.  

The last return of Section A occurs in m. 311 with the second violin playing the principal theme 

in C major, the traditional dominant of F major, the first tonal center of the third movement. Although 

Bacewicz oscillates between B major and F major in mm. 326–340, as shown in Musical Example 3.18, 
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she confirms F major when she brings back the principal once more in m. 341. She ends the movement 

with a clear F major chord that includes an added sixth (D) in the second violin.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.18   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 326–337 

 

 

Use of metric manipulation is another significant feature of the final movement. It can be found 

in classical works, typically in minuet and scherzo movements, as in the minuet from Haydn Symphony 

no. 101. An excerpt of this composition demonstrates the metrical displacement through breaking three-

measure group from m. 11, which is included in Musical Example 3.19.50 In the final movement of 

                                                        
50. Leonard G. Ratner, Classic Music: Expression, Form, and Style (New York: Schirmer Books, 1980), 

203–206. 
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Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 3, she sets up an expectation of simple groups of four measure-phrases. 

The syncopated pizzicato in the accompaniment throws the music off kilter in m. 21 by playing on the 

off-beats, disrupting the sense of phrase and meter, as shown in Musical Example 3.20. Regularity of 

phrase returns in m. 25 with the restatement of the rondo theme. Soon after, the second violin disrupts the 

sense of phrase completely by playing syncopated passages using ties over the bar-line in m. 29.  The 

expectation of having a four-bar hypermeter structure completely breaks down.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.19   Haydn, Symphony, no. 101, Hob1:101, third movement, menuetto 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 3.20   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 3, third movement, mm. 20–23 and mm. 28–31 

 

 

 

Bacewicz’s ability to maintain a sense of integration throughout the quartet is significant. Some 

of this she accomplishes through her chosen tonal areas. She unexpectedly ends the first movement with 

B major, which she had scarcely used in the movement. In the final movement, towards the close, she 

strikingly oscillates between B major and F major in mm. 326–335 before concluding the movement in F 

major. The three movements also share frequent and prominent use of contrary motion. As already 

discussed, several specific motivic ideas reappear throughout the whole work. She takes the interlinked 

motive from the first movement and turns it into an accompanimental voice of the rondo theme in the last 

movement. The main melody in the first violin in the rondo theme of the final movement is closely 

related to the oscillating semitone passages found in the second theme of the first movement in m. 41 and 

in the second movement in m. 54. Also, the anapestic rhythmic motive from the second movement is used 

in the finale as well.  
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Writing for String Quartet  

In the final movement, Bacewicz treats each instrument more equally than in the preceding two 

by distributing thematic material to all four instruments. The rondo theme in the final movement begins 

with the first violin and is repeated by the cello in m. 107. The viola takes up the rondo theme in m. 261, 

and finally, the second violin plays the last return of the rondo theme in m. 311. 

Although her experiments in creating different tone colors and using string techniques in this 

quartet are less extreme than in String Quartet no. 2, she continues to create varied tone colors. For 

example, she uses natural harmonics in the first movement and artificial harmonics in the second. The 

most striking tone color in this quartet occurs in Section C of the final movement. Bacewicz writes a 

lyrical dolce melody for the first violin and viola, places a mysterious and quiet ponticello tremolo in the 

second violin, and puts repeated eighth-notes with percussive pizzicato in the cello.  

Bacewicz also maintains her emphasis on precise string indications. When the crescendo in the 

first movement reaches its climax in m. 154, she suddenly drops down to a low single pitch. To sustain 

the dynamic when the pitch drops, she assigns “sul G” in both violins to draw out a dark sound to support 

the arrival point of the crescendo. 
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Chapter 4: String Quartet No. 4 (1951) 

 

Historical Background 

In the four years that transpired between Bacewicz’s composition of her String Quartet no. 3 

(1947) and that of her String Quartet no. 4 (1951), the political and aesthetic climate in Poland changed 

dramatically. Under state policies implementing socialist realism, composers had to write music that 

aligned with socialist realist ideals as interpreted by the government. For example, composers were 

encouraged to make their music accessible and incorporate folk elements. Since neoclassicism and use of 

folk elements were a long established tradition in Poland, some Polish composers, including Bacewicz, 

were able to manipulate Soviet restrictions to their own ends. Andrzej Panufnik (1914–1991), another 

leading Polish composer, explained how he tried to follow the dictates of socialist realism without 

betraying his loyalty to Poland, though he did immigrate to England in 1954 to pursue greater artistic 

freedom.51 Panufnik incorporated early Polish tunes into his compositions, and he observed:  

Since the dictates of Socialist Realism had been thrust upon us, I had found it impossible 

even to dream of tackling new, seriously creative composition…I was faced with an 

insoluble dilemma: how could I reject the method of Socialist Realism which the state 

imposed on me and, at the same time, remain a loyal subject of my native country...I 

worked out a way to avoid either confrontation or capitulation…I directed my interest 

toward early composers whose incomplete and unknown works were no more than 

fragments moldering in dusty libraries. Thus I could help to reconstruct a small part of 

our missing inheritance...52   

 

 

Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4 testifies to her ability to create what is considered to be one of 

her most acclaimed chamber compositions within the confines socialist realism.53 It was commissioned by 

the Polish Composers’ Union for Bacewicz to submit in 1951 to the Concours international pour quatuor 

à cordes in Liège, Belgium. Bacewicz’s quartet won the first prize from among the fifty-seven entries 

submitted. The premiere of the work took place in September 1951 and was given by the Quatuor 

                                                        
51. Beata Boleslawska, “Andrzej Panufnik and the Pressures of Stalinism in Post-War Poland,” 

Tempo no. 220 (April 2002): 16–19. 

52. Humięcka-Jakubowska, “Musical Activity in Poland after WWII,” 14. 

 53. Thomas, Polish Music since Szymanowski, 72–73. 
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Municipal de Liège (The City Quartet of Liège).54 The Polish premiere of the quartet was held in October 

1951 in Kraków at the inaugural concert of the Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne.55 In the following year, 

Bacewicz received the Polish National Prize for this composition. The Geneva International String 

Quartet Competition made the String Quartet no. 4 required repertoire in 1953.56 In 1956, at the first 

Warsaw Autumn Contemporary Music Festival, the French ensemble Quatuor Parrenin performed this 

work.  

In 1951, the year that Bacewicz wrote the String Quartet no. 4, she completed another one of her 

representative chamber compositions, the Piano Quintet no 1. She also wrote her Cello Concerto no. 1, 

Symphony no. 2, Symphony no. 3, and Violin Concerto no. 4. 

 

Stylistic Analysis 

Like her previous string quartets, the String Quartet no. 4 has neoclassical traits, including contrapuntal 

writing, thematic development, neotonality, and clear formal structures. The most obvious influence of 

socialist realism on this quartet is the tuneful folk-style melody in the first movement. Nonetheless, 

Bacewicz does not abandon her established interest in thematic development.  

The first movement is written in sonata form, centered on C major. Please refer to the map of this 

movement given in Figure 4.1. 

 

                                                        
54. Judith Rosen, “Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works,” Polish Music History Series, ed. Wanda Wilk 

(Los Angeles, California 1984), 26.  

55. Ibid.  

56. Ibid. 
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FIGURE 4.1   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4, first movement 

Introduction mm. 1–27 

Exposition 1st theme: mm. 30–83 

2nd theme: mm. 84–134 

Development mm. 135–193 

Recapitulation mm. 194–290 (end) 

 

Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4 has several formal and structural similarities to her earlier 

quartets. Bacewicz begins the first movement with a slow introduction, just as she had in her String 

Quartet no. 1. Slow introductions are a hallmark of Bacewicz’s neoclassical style, and they are found in 

canonic Classical-era works such as Haydn’s String Quartet op. 71, no. 2 and Beethoven’s String Quartet 

op. 132, no. 15. As in her String Quartet no. 2, Bacewicz presents melodic and rhythmic motives in the 

introduction that she will develop throughout the movement. In mm. 1–2, Bacewicz employs a chromatic 

line as the first motive, as shown in Musical Example 4.1. This motive will appear mainly in the 

accompanying voices of the first and second themes, and it also will become the principal motive of the 

second movement. The second motive, which first appears in m. 6, consists of the rhythmic figure of a 

dotted quarter followed by an eighth note. This rhythmic figure will prominently appear in both the first 

and the second themes of this movement. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, first movement, mm. 1–12  

 

 

Another connection to Bacewicz’s previous string quartets is her building an acceleration 

throughout the introduction. Bacewicz begins the introduction with an Andante and gradually increases 

the tempo through avvivando from m. 8 until reaching the new tempo of ♩ = 100 in m. 16. Throughout 

this acceleration, she moves into higher tessituras and toward louder dynamics, building from ppp up to 

fff. Bacewicz intensifies the effect of all these compositional devices by changing to a homorhythmic 

texture beginning in m. 21. After the climax in m. 26, Bacewicz suddenly decreases the dynamic and 

slows down the tempo to Andante in m. 28. A brief transitional passage then recalls the first two measures 

of the introduction. 

Bacewicz’s first theme, beginning in m. 30 of Musical Example 4.2, is a lyrical folk-style 

melody, and this theme exemplifies Bacewicz’s approach socialist realism through neoclassicism and 

motivic development. As previously mentioned, folk tunes were favored in socialist realist paradigms 

because of their supposed accessibility to the majority of the people, their connection to nationalism, and 
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their tunefulness. Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4 contains a balanced melody that has the coloring of the 

Dorian mode. 

Bacewicz’s first theme presents a neoclassical twist to conventional sonata form. In sonata form 

works from the Classical era, the first theme tended to be rhythmically and dynamically animated, 

whereas the second theme was lyrical and tender.57 Bacewicz, on the other hand, chooses a legato folk-

style tune as the first theme. The two violins play the first theme in stretto while the viola plays a drone E 

in the first theme in m. 30. The main melody of the first theme features the intervals of the perfect fourth 

and the minor third, the latter of which is another significant intervallic motive throughout the entire 

quartet. The first theme frequently employs the rhythmic figure of a dotted quarter followed by an eighth 

note that was presented in the introduction. Bacewicz also adds another rhythmic motive, an anapestic 

figure of two eighth notes followed by a quarter note.  

 

                                                        
57. Charles Rosen, The Classical Style: Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, rev. ed. (New York: Norton, 1998), 

138.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, first movement, mm. 23–47 
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After transitional passages in mm. 46–60 that contain threatening dissonant chords, the first 

theme comes back in m. 61 in a new tonal center, F Major. All three upper instruments play the tune 

homorhythmically and in a higher register than before. The cello provides an ostinato accompaniment.  

Bacewicz includes a brief passage of tremolo chords before presenting the second theme in m. 84. 

The second theme is similar to the first because of its lyrical qualities and its use of the dotted quarter 

note-eighth note figure and the anapestic figure, as shown in Musical Example 4.3. However, Bacewicz 

makes the second theme distinctive by changing the roles of the instruments. When the second theme 

enters in m. 87, she chooses the cello as the main voice, imbuing the theme with tenderness. The first 

violin takes up the main melody when the theme repeats in m. 118.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, first movement, mm. 84–92 

 

 

In a manner reminiscent of her transition from the introduction to the first theme, Bacewicz draws 

attention to the beginning of the development by preceding it with dramatic changes in dynamics and 

tempo. The development presents a new theme, played by the first violin, in m. 135. This new theme 
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contains a rhythmically diminished version of the anapestic figure from the exposition, as illustrated in 

the excerpt of the new theme in Musical Example 4.4. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, first movement, mm. 140–144 

 

 

The traits of sonata form are very clear in the recapitulation. Bacewicz lays out the thematic 

materials the same way as she had in the exposition. The recapitulation begins with the return of the first 

theme in m. 194. This theme now appears an octave higher than before. Bacewicz places the second 

theme in the viola rather than in the cello, but she maintains the tender and warm timbre from the 

exposition. Bacewicz finishes the first movement in much the same way as she had the exposition. She 

builds the dynamics, increases the tempo, and turns to a homorhythmic texture. 

Like in her other string quartets, Bacewicz emulates the standard three-movement structure 

(Allegro-Andante-Allegro) of Classical composers such as Haydn and Mozart by making the second 

movement a slow Andante.58 Her second movement is centered on E Major and presents three thematic 

ideas within a modified arch form. The intervallic motive of the semitone and the dotted quarter note-

eighth note rhythmic motive from the first theme of the opening movement continue throughout the 

second movement. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 4.2. 

 

                                                        
58. Oxford Music Online, s.v. “Sonata” accessed January 21, 2016, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e9594.  
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FIGURE 4.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4, second movement 

A mm. 1–18 

B mm. 19–45 

C mm. 46–85 

B′ mm. 86–94 

A′ mm. 95–110 

C′ mm. 111–119 (end) 

 

The first theme, which begins at the outset of Section A, contains the dotted quarter-eighth note 

rhythmic motive from the first movement. As shown in Musical Example 4.5, the first violin initiates the 

main melody. The cello and viola imitate it throughout the course of Section A. The chromatic scales in 

the accompanimental voices, as for example in mm. 1–2, recall the semitone intervallic motive from the 

opening of the first movement.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, second movement, mm. 1–10 

 

 

The first violin carries the main melody throughout Section B. Like the melody of Section A, the 

melody of Section B employs the intervallic motive of the semitone and the rhythmic motive of a dotted 

quarter note and an eighth note. Other instruments sometimes join in playing the main melody or 

accompany it with lines containing natural harmonics and trills, which bring a more tranquil color to 

Section B. 

Unlike the two previous sections, Section C does not have a lyrical melody as its main thematic 

material; however, this section does connect to Section B through the use of natural harmonics and to the 
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rest of the quartet through the semitone motive. The mysterious character of Section C comes from the 

first violin’s Alberti bass-like chromatic passages, which are the main voice. Other instruments also 

contribute to this enigmatic character by accompanying the first violin with simple rhythmic patterns and 

natural harmonics, as shown in Musical Example 4.6. Bacewicz inserts a short imitative phrase toward the 

end of Section C, beginning in m. 61. This passage features the intervals of the perfect fourth and the 

minor third, which are derived from the first theme of the previous movement.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, second movement, mm. 44–51 

 

 

These three themes come back with slight alterations in the latter half of the movement, which 

starts in m. 86 at Tempo I. Bacewicz lays out the three themes in the order B′–A′–C′, creating a partial 

allusion to arch structure, a form she favored in the middle movements of her quartets. In Section B′, 

Bacewicz chooses the viola instead of the first violin as the main melodic voice. She does not modify the 

original roles of the instruments from Section A, but she does make changes in register. The last section, 

Section C′, is just nine measures long. In it, Bacewicz presents only the Alberti-bass like passages until 

reaching the quiet final chord.  
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The dance-like Finale, Allegro giocoso, has a Variation Rondo form (ABA′/CD/A′C′A′/Coda), 

centered on G major.59 Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 4.3.  

 

FIGURE 4.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4, third movement 

 

 

The first two themes in this movement are derived from the oberek, a Polish round dance.60 Traits 

of the oberek include use of short, quick steps (quicker than waltz), use of accents, and lifts and jumps in 

the dance’s choreography, all of which correspond with the character of the two main themes in this final 

                                                        
59. Maja Trochimczyk, “Polish Dances: Mazur,” in Polish Composers, the Polish Music Center, the 

University of Southern California, http://www.usc.edu/dept/polish_music/dance/mazur.html, last modified August, 

2000. 

60. Wood, “Grazyna Bacewicz,” 121. 

Intro mm. 1–10 

A mm. 11–42 

B mm. 43–70 

transition: mm. 61–70 

A′ mm. 71–78 

C mm. 79–105 

A′′ mm. 106–113 

B′ mm. 114–248 

transition: mm. 225–248 

D mm. 249–283 

A′′′ mm. 284–318 

C′ mm. 319–348 

A′′′′ mm. 348–360 

Coda mm. 361–378 (end) 
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movement.61 Bacewicz wrote some other small works and movements within larger pieces based on the 

oberek. Among them are two encore pieces for violin and piano and the Scherzo of her Piano Quintet  

no. 1.62  

The third movement introduces a first theme (Theme 1) and a second theme (Theme 2) that are 

reiterated and varied throughout the work. She also introduces a third (Theme 3) and a fourth theme 

(Theme 4) in between variations of Theme 1 and Theme 2.   

In Section A, which contains the first presentation of Theme 1, the upper three instruments play 

running staccato eighth notes in 6/8. The jumping melody, centered on G major, evokes the leaps in the 

oberek dance and the lively character of oberek dance tunes. The cello remains an accompanimental voice, 

playing simple pizzicato eighth notes. Bacewicz repeats the phrase four times throughout Section A; the 

first complete presentation of the melody in mm. 11–18 is given in Musical Example 4.7. The inner voice, 

and then the melody, both emphasize the interval of the semitone, which will be an important interval in 

this movement as it had in the preceding two.  

Section B, centered on C major, contains the first iteration of Theme 2, which repeats twice in 

Section B. The second presentation of the second theme is shown beginning in m. 54 of Musical  

Example 4.8, Theme 2 is very similar to Theme 1 in its lively, rapid, and repetitive oberek character. 

Theme 2 has running eighth-note patterns, although only the first violin plays the main melody. As before, 

the inner voices carry the semitone motive. Unlike Theme 1, Theme 2 has irregular accents that cause 

frequent metrical displacement. 

 

                                                        
61. Grove Music Online, s.v. “Oberek,” by Stephen Downes, accessed January 22, 2015, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/20205. 

62. Thomas, Grażyna Bacewicz: Chamber and Orchestral Music, 32. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, third movement, mm. 9–20 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, third movement, mm. 53–60 

 

 

Bacewicz briefly brings back Section A in m. 71 (Section A′) in its original tonal center of  

G major, but she raises the register of the upper three voices an octave higher. After presenting only one 

phrase (eight measures) of Theme 1, Bacewicz suddenly introduces a new theme in the minor mode in  

m. 79, initiating Section C, as shown in Musical Example 4.9. Section C contrasts with the preceding two 

sections because of its lyrical cantabile melody, which contains no traces of the lively oberek. Bacewicz 

puts Theme 3 in C minor, the parallel minor to the C major of Section B. Theme 3 starts in the cello, and 

overlapping entrances as the upper three instruments take up the melody create a lush texture. Bacewicz’s 

use of chromatic lines, which she had emphasized in Section A and Section B, continues in all 

instruments in Section C.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, third movement, mm. 76–85 

 

 

After a brief transition, Bacewicz brings back the main two themes in Section A′′ and Section B′, 

mm. 106–248. Neither contains drastic alterations. Section A′′ is a truncated version of Section A, and 

Section B′ is set an octave lower than Section B. The last new theme appears in Section D. This theme 

differs from the others due to its bizarre, almost anti-melodic character and its chant-like accompaniment.  

The melody line, as such, appears in the second violin, which alternates between oscillating figures and 

modal arpeggios. This theme is given in part in Musical Example 4.10. As accompaniment, the viola and 

cello play a parallel fifth drone, and the first violin has an independent drone that uses artificial harmonics. 

Employing parallel motion is one of the traits of early music that Szymanowski often adopted in his 

music, including his Stabat Mater op. 53. Perhaps Szymanowski’s model, as well as folk sources, 

influenced Bacewicz’s turn to modality in this section. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 4.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 4, third movement, mm. 249–256 

 

 

 Bacewicz’s concern for reasserting the home tonal center pervades the remaining sections of this 

movement. In Section A′′′ (m. 284), she brings back Theme 1 in the home tonal center of G major, but she 

changes the meter from 6/8 to 2/4. The pitches given are exactly the same in number; Bacewicz truly 

imposes a new meter upon the old melodic sequence, rather than fitting the melody into a new meter. In 

Section C′, she reasserts the centrality of G major in a different way by turning to G minor, its parallel. 

The last return of Theme 1 occurs in D major in m. 349. This appearance of the dominant prepares for 

Bacewicz to conclude with the home key of G major in the coda. 

 

Writing for String Quartet   

In the String Quartet no. 4, Bacewicz creates various tone colors through diverse string 

techniques. She employs artificial harmonics in the first violin in Section C of the final movement, 

beginning in m. 251. She also applies natural harmonics as double stops to bring resonance in the slow 

movement. Bacewicz controls the tessitura and dynamics of the instruments to manipulate tone color. For 
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example, at the beginning of the first movement, Bacewicz places all the instruments in low registers and 

indicates for them to play sul tasto. She thus prepares for the dramatic change in tone color that 

accompanies the upcoming accelerando and crescendo. 

In terms of voicing, Bacewicz increases the role of the lower two instruments in this quartet, 

which contributes to its variety of tone colors. In the first movement, for example, the main melody of the 

first theme, played by the two violins, has a bright color. Bacewicz turns to a mellow character in the 

second theme by making the cello the main voice. A warm timbre continues to characterize the second 

theme when the viola presents it in the recapitulation. Bacewicz also applies voice crossing during the 

second theme as well in both the exposition (Musical Example 4.3) and the recapitulation to highlight the 

rich timbre of the lower voices.  
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Chapter 5: String Quartet No. 5 (1955) 

 

Historical Background 

The String Quartet no. 5 was written in 1955, a year after the serious car accident that lead to 

Bacewicz abandoning performance and focusing solely on composition. In June 1956, this work brought 

her the second prize at the Concours international pour quatuor à cordes (International Composition 

Competition) in Liège. The premiere was given at the competition by Le Quatuor Municipal de Liège, 

the same quartet that had premiered Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4.  

Bacewicz composed the String Quartet no. 5 during a pivotal period in Polish music, as certain 

restrictions of socialist realism were loosened. Polish musicians increasingly embraced the avant-garde 

movement. Fred Prieberg, a German musicologist, observed at the second Warsaw Autumn Festival in 

1958, “today it is possible in Poland to take up abstract painting, play jazz, write 12-tone music, make a 

surrealist film—in general, to turn against the ideals of Soviet-sponsored ‘Socialist Realism’ in art.”63 

Bacewicz’s  String Quartet no. 5 was performed at this same festival by the Avramov Quartet, composed 

of Vladimir Avramov (violin), Stoyan Sertev (violin), Stefan Magnev (viola), Konstantin Kugiyski 

(cello). 

 

Stylistic Analysis 

The String Quartet no. 5 demonstrates Bacewicz’s gravitation toward the avant-garde. Although 

Bacewicz did not count herself among the committed avant-gardists, she appreciated their contributions to 

musical progress: 

The so-called avant-gardists, no doubt, influence mainstream composers who find it 

attractive. At times, a more traditional composer crosses over to the avant-garde. I 

disagree with those who maintain that once a composer develops her own style, she 

should stick to it…. A progressive composer should not repeat herself…. I believe that in 

                                                        
63. Fred Prieberg, “Warsaw Festival Demonstrates Freedom of Polish Artists,” Musical America 78, no. 11 

(November 1958): 38. 
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my music, even though I do not consider myself an innovator, a certain trend of 

progression is discernible.64 

 

The String Quartet no. 5 clearly departs from her earlier quartets in several ways. She creates a diverse 

palette of tone colors through various string techniques, and develops complex rhythmic patterns.  

The work consists of four movements: Moderato; Scherzo; Corale; and Allegro. Bacewicz still 

employs traditional forms in each of the quartet’s four movements. She uses sonata form in the first 

movement, a double fugue in the second, ternary form in the third, and theme and variations in the final. 

This string quartet was the first in which she chose to have four, rather than three, movements, and they 

are generally lengthier than those in the first four quartets. Having a grand four-movement structure as in 

symphonic works was common among string quartets during the Classical period, and thus the four-

movement structure aligns with Bacewicz’s retaining some traditional traits. She also integrates all four 

movements through motivic development as she had done in her previous string quartets.  

The opening movement, Moderato, is in sonata form and rapidly shifts between different styles, 

characters, and techniques. Bacewicz artfully infuses traits of the avant-garde, including new tone colors, 

complex rhythms, and jarring metric shifts, into a fairly traditional structure. Please refer below to the 

map of this movement given in Figure 5.1. 

 

                                                        
64. Judith Rosen, “Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works,” Polish Music History Series, ed. Wanda Wilk 

(Los Angeles, California 1984), 28.  
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FIGURE 5.1 The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 5, first movement 

Exposition 

 

1st thematic group: mm. 1–49 

Transition: mm. 38–49 

2nd theme: mm. 50–71 

Development mm. 72–129 

Recapitulation mm. 130–202 (end) 

   

Bacewicz does not offer a clear first theme. In so doing, she departs from socialist realism and 

neoclassicism and aligns her aesthetics closer with that of the avant-garde. The opening of the movement 

presents a succession of short ideas that gradually accelerates and intensifies. Unlike in her previous 

quartets, however, such a succession of ideas does not lead up to a clear first theme. For the purpose of 

analysis, I will call these ideas the first thematic group. The opening measures seemingly function as a 

slow introduction. In the first measure, the upper three instruments present a melodic semitone in close 

imitation, as shown in Musical Example 5.1. In the subsequent measure, the same instrumental group 

moves to a homorhythmic texture and introduces a melodic minor third in the violins. Bacewicz employs 

these intervals, the semitone and the minor third, throughout the composition as she had done with 

opening material in her previous quartets. She then introduces faster and faster rhythmic patterns and 

writes crescendos in all four instruments. The accelerando process continues throughout the remainder of 

the exposition.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, first movement, mm. 1–3 

 

The semitone and minor third motives from the first two measures are the main materials of the 

transition that begins in m. 38. This transition moves away from the energetic ending of the first thematic 

group to prepare for the lyrical and pastoral second theme. The dynamics drop and the slow tempo from 

the beginning of the movement returns at the Tempo I in m. 41. The natural harmonics toward the end of 

the transition foreshadow Bacewicz’s extensive use of artificial harmonics in the second theme.  

The upper three instruments imitatively present the main melody of the second theme. The first 

violin initiates the theme, which includes the whole tone scale set in artificial harmonics, beginning in m. 

51. It is indicative of her attraction to the avant-garde that for the first time in her corpus of quartets, 

Bacewicz employs artificial harmonics throughout the entirety of the main melody, as shown in Musical 

Example 5.2. The second theme contrasts with the first thematic group because it is lyrical and has a clear 

melodic profile. Nonetheless, the second theme still is motivically connected to the first thematic group 

through the accompanimental voice in the second violin. The second violin consistently presents the 

semitone and minor third intervallic motives from the beginning of the movement. The second theme 

repeats in the second violin beginning in m. 56, and the viola plays the theme in stretto with the second 

violin beginning in m. 57.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, first movement, mm. 49–59 

 

 

The energetic development presents modified ideas from the first thematic group, but the 

development does not clearly include materials from the second theme as in the first movement of 

Mozart’s ‘Jupiter’ symphony. The beginning of the development draws upon the semitone motive in the 

two inner voices at the pickup to m. 72, strongly recalling how the semitone interval appeared at the 

beginning of the first thematic group. The quarter-note pattern from m. 2 of the first thematic group is 

replaced by groups of staccato sixteenth notes. The trill-like passages in m. 82 also emphasize the 

importance of the semitone in this movement. As in the transition of the exposition, Bacewicz brings back 

the imitative semitone passages of the first thematic group as she prepares for the recapitulation.   
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At the beginning of the recapitulation in m. 130, the opening material finally comes back without 

any modifications, in keeping with the paradigmatic recapitulation scheme, as shown in Musical  

Example 5.3. Bacewicz does not have a full reprise of the transition; instead, she recalls certain features 

of the first transition, such as reduced dynamics and the minor third motive, to prepare for the return of 

the second theme. The lyrical second theme enters in the cello in m. 174, but without the artificial 

harmonics it originally had. The first violin soon takes over the melody in m. 181, and the cello moves to 

drones and trills. Unlike in Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 4, the movement does not offer any dramatic 

increases in tempo or dynamics as it concludes, even though Bacewicz does write in an accelerando and a 

crescendo. The recapitulation gradually fades to the final note after one last recall of the opening measure. 

The original semitone motive is transposed up a major third.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, first movement, mm. 125–134 
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 The second movement, Scherzo, is a playful double fugue, which keeps with Bacewicz’s 

preference for traditional forms. As is typical of the structure of a double fugue, the two subjects enter 

separately, and in m. 144, near the movement’s conclusion, combine together at the original tempo.  On 

the other hand, within the established structure of the double fugue, Bacewicz focuses on innovative 

sonoristic characteristics. As mentioned in the introduction, sonorism is a style that was developed in 

Polish music during the 1960s that focuses on instrumentation, texture, timbre, articulation, dynamics, 

movement, and expression, rather than thematic ideas and tonal structures. Please refer to the map of this 

movement given in Figure 5.2. 
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FIGURE 5.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 5, second movement 

First Fugue  mm. 1–94 

Second Fugue  mm. 95–143 

Double Fugues mm. 144–193 (end) 

  

The first violin introduces the lively first subject, a staccato melody in 3/8, starting on G. As 

shown in Musical Example 5.4, the subject’s rhythmic patterns include a group of sixteenth notes, a group 

of eighth notes, and a combination of sixteenth notes and eighth notes. The subject does not contain many 

adjacent repeated pitches but includes a variety of important intervals such as the major third, the major 

second, the minor third, and the semitone, which Bacewicz also will use frequently in the last movement. 

In m. 7, the viola imitates the violin’s rhythmic pattern and melodic contour but starts on the off-beat and 

on the note D. The cello presents the third entry, beginning on the beat and on C. The second violin states 

the last entry of the subject, continuing to repeat the same rhythmic pattern but starting with the note A.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, second movement, mm. 1–9 
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After presenting the last entry, Bacewicz begins to modify the subject in m. 27. The viola plays 

the melodic inversion of the first subject in m. 51, starting with the note G♯. The second violin reiterates 

this inversion in m. 57, followed by the first violin in m. 64. The cello presents the last entry of the 

inversion in m. 71. Before moving to the second fugue, Bacewicz turns to descending and ascending 

chromatic scales at the brief transition in m. 80, in which she adds more sonoristic qualities through sul 

ponticello, harmonics, and different types of glissandi. 

The second subject shares the lively character of the first subject and prominently features 

staccato sixteenth notes and staccato eighth notes. The second subject contains the same intervallic 

motives as did the first subject, but unlike the first subject, the second subject presents many repeated 

notes, as shown in Musical Example 5.5. Other distinctive features of the second fugue is the frequent use 

of grace notes, glissandi, and natural harmonics. The cello introduces the second fugue subject, which is 

in 2/4 and begins with repeated Gs. The first violin states the subject starting on the pitch D, and the viola 

follows beginning its entry on the pitch A. Finally, the second violin enters on the pitch E. Bacewicz 

modifies the second fugue subject by changing the articulation to pizzicato in mm. 119–124, which 

imbues the second fugue with a percussive sound. Bacewicz includes a brief transition in m. 139. She 

uses a reduced number of voices and writes glissandi, but the chromaticism is weaker than in the first 

transition.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, second movement, mm. 95–103 

 

 

The last section of the movement combines the two subjects, which enter simultaneously, 

beginning in m. 144, as shown in part in Musical Example 5.6. The cello plays the first fugue subject, and 

the first violin plays the second fugue subject. The second violin follows the cello in m. 152. The viola 

plays half of the first subject in m. 159, and the cello takes up the rest of that subject in m. 161. The last 

entry of the first subject is in the first violin in m. 166. The viola takes up the second subject after the first 

violin in m. 151, followed by the second violin in m. 159. The third entry of the second subject is in  

m. 166 in the cello. Bacewicz then begins to use fragments of these two subjects. She presents them both 

separately and simultaneously from m. 176 until the end of the movement. Besides the lively melodies 

and rhythms of the subjects themselves, compositional devices including pizzicato, glissando, and grace 

notes give the whole movement an animated character, which contrasts with that of the movement that 

follows.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, second movement, mm. 141–157 

    

 

The third movement, Corale, has a slow, somber character and is in the ternary form of ABA. 

This movement is another example of how Bacewicz infuses avant-garde approaches into traditional 

structures. In the outer sections, the four distinct instrumental voices create dissonances within a 

traditional four-part setting. Bacewicz’s middle section features a combination of different textures, 

including both of four-part and contrapuntal settings. Throughout the third movement, Bacewicz 

maintains her interest in the intervals of the semitone and the minor third. Please refer to the map of this 

movement given in Figure 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 5, third movement 

A  mm. 1–23 

B  mm. 24–70 

A′ mm. 71–100 (end) 

 

Section A presents many dissonances within a four-part chorale setting that has frequent meter 

and tempo changes. The movement begins with the semitone and the minor third intervallic motives, as 

shown in Musical Example 5.7. Bacewicz will use these intervals extensively just as she had in the 

previous two movements. Although Bacewicz places a crescendo within Section A, the overall dynamic 

stays quiet except toward the end of the section. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, third movement, mm. 1–8 

 

 

In Section B, Bacewicz breaks the consistency of the traditional chorale through incorporating an 

avant-garde style that includes dramatic changes in tempo, dynamics, and textures. Section B begins at 

the sudden tempo change at the piu mosso in m. 24, shown in Musical Example 5.8. The upper three 
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instruments play long drones together; the cello presents oscillating semitone phrases. Use of oscillating 

semitones is one of Bacewicz’s favorite compositional gestures, and she had used it frequently in her 

previous string quartets. From the poco meno mosso in m. 40 until m. 50, Bacewicz mainly features a 

contrapuntal texture in four voices, whose melodic lines prominently present the intervallic motives of the 

descending semitone and the major third. The homorhythmic texture in m. 51 adds intensity. The tempo 

and the dynamics dramatically increase until reaching the climax of this third movement in m. 57. As 

Bacewicz finishes Section B, she uses only one or two instruments at a time, and she writes in an 

allargando and a molto diminuendo. These help prepare the proper tone color and tempo for the return of 

Section A.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, third movement, mm. 23–26 

 

 

Section A′ begins in m. 71 and is identical to Section A in pitches and rhythms. Section A′, 

however, is muted, which makes the dynamic softer than in the original. Section A had dramatically 

increased in dynamic before moving to Section B, but at the end of Section A′, the dynamic decreases 

gradually, beginning in m. 90. The movement ends somberly with long-held A harmonics in the first 

violin and cello and a non-harmonic E and D in the second violin and viola, respectively.  

The final movement is entitled “Variazioni,” although Bacewicz does not explicitly identify any 

sections within the movement as a theme or as variations. The defining structural features of this 
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movement are the diverse string techniques, articulations, and rhythmic figurations that differentiate each 

variation. Nowhere in the movement does Bacewicz present a clear thematic idea. As in the previous 

movements, she favors the intervals of the semitone and the minor third. These intervallic motives provide 

coherence—albeit coherence that is not readily audible—throughout the variations. Please refer to the 

map of this movement given in Figure 5.4. The designations of “theme” and “variation” in this outline are 

used for ease of analysis.  

 

FIGURE 5.4   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement 

Theme (Allegro) mm. 1–36 

Var. 1 mm. 37–67 

Var. 2 (Energetico) mm. 68–95  

Var. 3 (Giocoso) mm. 96–128 

Var. 4  mm. 129–163 

Var. 5 mm. 164–203 

Var. 6 (Andante) mm. 204–232 

Coda (Vivace) mm. 233–272 (end) 

 

The opening section is marked Allegro, not Tema, and this decision surely was not accidental.  

This section does not present any clear thematic ideas; instead, it unfolds more like a series of sound 

effects, given in part in Musical Example 5.9. Throughout this Allegro, all four instruments play pizzicato 

except near the end, when Bacewicz begins to integrate sul ponticello trills. In keeping with avant-garde 

paradigms, Bacewicz eschews regular phrasing and consistent meter, switching back and forth between 

2/4, 3/4, 5/8, and 3/8. Neither does she make an attempt to establish a tonal center. Nonetheless, this 

Allegro does serve a structural role as it reasserts the importance of the semitone and minor third 

intervallic motives. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement, mm. 1–7 

 

Variation 1 begins with running sixteenth-note staccato double stops in the second violin in m. 37, 

and the only accompaniment for the first two measures comes from pizzicato eighth notes in the cello. 

The second violin’s quiet and constantly undulating chromatic line is disorienting. Chromaticism is the 

main intervallic gesture throughout Variation 1. Bacewicz also occasionally employs the minor third, 

which was the main intervallic motive in the Allegro. Above and below the frenetic chatter of the second 

violin, the first violin and viola play mezzo forte artificial harmonics starting in m. 39, as shown in 

Musical Example 5.10. The cello continues to provide percussive sound effects as in the Allegro. Unlike 

the Allegro, however, Variation 1 does have a steady meter, 6/8.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement, Var. 1, mm. 39–42 

 

 

Variation 2 contrasts with the previous two sections due to its homorhythmic texture and its 

prominent hooked dotted rhythm. This forceful rhythmic figure dominates the variation and lends it 

energy (appropriately, this section is marked Energico). In Variation 2, Bacewicz returns to employing 

frequent changes of meter, moving between 2/4, 3/8, 5/8, and 3/4. The variation’s first two measures 

present the intervallic motives of the semitone and the minor third, which once again provide coherence. 

In Variation 3, Giocoso, Bacewicz presents a fast-moving principal line that alternates between 

and sometimes combines groups of slurred sixteenth notes with groups of staccato eighth notes. No one 

instrument presents the principal voice in full; the principal line is broken up between the different 

instrumental voices. Rather than creating a pointillistic effect, Bacewicz usually writes in some overlap as 

the instrument pass off the line. The half-note accompaniment around the principal line contains natural 

or artificial harmonics, offering a contrasting tone color, as shown in part in Musical Example 5.11. As in 

the previous variation, Bacewicz uses irregular meter and features the semitone prominently, although the 

minor third becomes less important. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement, Var. 3, mm. 116–123 

 

 

In Variation 4, strong and dissonant chords in the viola alternate with groups of staccato eighth 

notes in the other three instruments, as shown in Musical Example 5.12. The viola’s solo, set in a slow 

tempo, contains one of Bacewicz’s favorite compositional gestures—moving sixteenth notes against a 

pedal tone. The moving line, played against a pedal D, clearly highlights the minor third and the semitone. 

Although Bacewicz used pedal tones in her earlier neoclassical works, the strong dissonant chords push 

this variation toward the avant-garde. This variation exemplifies how she inserts avant-garde gestures into 

more familiar compositional devices. Employing glissandi strengthens the chromaticism of the viola’s 

dissonant chords. When the other three instruments play their groups of staccato eighth notes, they are 

given the faster tempo of Pocono piu mosso. Thus, Bacewicz alternates between two different 

articulations, two different textures, and two different tempi.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.12   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement, mm. 129–137 

 

 

In Variation 5, Bacewicz continues to alternate between two contrasting articulations, although 

she does not associate these articulations with contrasting rhythmic figures. The first line she presents 

consists of slurred, chromatic sixteenth notes against a pedal tone. She contrasts this gesture with 

arpeggiated sixteenth notes, which are bowed separately. The defining string technique that she uses in 

this variation is sul ponticello. At the end of Variation 5, Bacewicz has the upper three instruments drop 

out, leaving a muted cello to play sul ponticello arpeggios. This cello solo foreshadows the quiet character 

and simple texture of Variation 6. Although Bacewicz maintains 6/8 meter throughout Variation 5, she 

does introduce metric displacement by placing slurs over the bar line a few times in this variation. One of 

them is shown in the first and second violins in Musical Example 5.13.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.13   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, fourth movement, mm. 167–169 

 

 

Variation 6 is the quietest and slowest in the movement. This variation has similarities to the 

Allegro in its rhythmic figuration and in its prominent use of the semitone and the minor third. In this 

sense, the Allegro and Variation 6 frame the movement. Even so, Bacewicz distinguishes Variation 6 

from the opening Allegro through articulation, tone color, texture, and comparative metric stability. In this 

variation, the instruments are muted, and they play slurred lines imitatively, without changes of meter. 

Bacewicz further creates a distinctive tone color through placing natural harmonics in the cello, which 

provides a somber foundation for the upper voices. Occasionally, the first violin plays natural harmonic 

double stops in contrary motion against the cello. 

The coda summarizes the movement’s opening Allegro and all the subsequent variations by 

presenting altered fragments from each. For this reason, the coda is the most compositionally virtuosic 

section in the final movement. The solo cello at the beginning of the coda plays chromatic, staccato eighth 

notes, which are derived from the staccato eighth notes in Variation 4. The subsequent ascending 

chromatic double stops set in sixteenth notes recall Variation 1, although in the coda they are slurred 

rather than staccato. In m. 254 in the second violin, the rhythmic pattern of moving notes against a pedal 

tone is reminiscent of Variation 5. The next phrase in mm. 257–260 recalls the slurred, chromatic 

sixteenth notes from Variation 3. Toward the end of the coda, in m. 264, Bacewicz uses natural harmonics 

in the second violin, which evoke the natural harmonics in Variation 6. Two measures before the end of 
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the coda, Bacewicz assigns pizzicato to all four instruments, just as at the opening Allegro. Although this 

movement does not suggest an arch structure as clearly as did the variation movement of Bacewicz’s 

String Quartet no. 1, this final closing gesture adds an element of arch structure to the movement.   

 

Writing for String Quartet 

Bacewicz’s creativity in constructing various timbres, which she had demonstrated throughout 

her previous four string quartets, is even greater in the String Quartet no. 5, which was written as she 

encountered avant-garde music. Her approaches to string techniques—especially glissandi and 

harmonics—are even more varied than in her previous quartets, and these techniques serve diverse roles. 

The glissando technique helps create several different colors, especially in the second and the fourth 

movements. As shown in Musical Example 5.14a, Bacewicz presents a variety of glissandi in the second 

movement by mixing glissando with tremolo in mm. 84–85 and placing natural harmonics at the end of 

the glissando in mm. 89–91. The latter adds resonance to the end of the passage. Bacewicz finishes the 

second movement with all instruments playing the glissando followed by a pizzicato, making a witty 

ending, as shown in Musical Example 5.14b. Later, she assigns quasi glissando in the heavy chromatic 

double stop passages that appear in the first variation of the fourth movement, as shown in Musical 

Example 5.9.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.14a   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, second movement, mm. 84–91 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 5.14b   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 5, second movement, mm. 188–193 

 

Another string technique that is prominently featured in this quartet is harmonics. In the second 

theme of the first movement, Bacewicz creates an ethereal melody by combining artificial harmonics with 

the whole-tone scale. In the last variation of the final movement, she employs natural harmonics in the 

cello and violin duet, imbuing this variation with a quiet and mysterious color. As in her previous string 
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quartets, she also frequently employs sul ponticello, sul tasto, combinations of trills and sul ponticello, 

and con sordino.   

Bacewicz continues using precise string indications to produce specific timbres. In the final 

movement, she marks “con passion G” in the viola and “con passion C” in the cello in m. 165. She also 

gives detailed technical directions. In mm. 121–122 of the second movement, she marks the direction of 

the sixteenth-note pizzicato chords to facilitate fluent movement.  
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Chapter 6: String Quartet No. 6 (1960) 
 

 

 

Historical Background 
 

 

Bacewicz wrote the String Quartet no. 6 in 1960, during what would be the last decade of her life. 

With this work, Bacewicz forged a new compositional style that responded to the Polish avant-garde. In 

her String Quartet no. 5, she had begun to gravitate toward the avant-garde, but in that composition she 

still employed traditional forms and maintained thematic and motivic divisions within each movement. 

Her String Quartet no. 6, however, must be analyzed by examining sonoristic qualities and principles as 

well as serial techniques. The Parrenin String Quartet premiered Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6 at the 

Fifth Warsaw Autumn Festival in 1960. 

In an interview with the Polish writer, politician, and composer Stefan Kisielewski, Bacewicz 

explained how her String Quartet no. 6 responded to the avant-garde.  

Kisielewski: Grażyna, what is your reaction to the latest directions in music such as those 

based on Schoenbergism or the experiments with electronics?  

Grażyna: In the composition I am now writing—the String Quartet no. 6—I want to 

maintain certain sections in the serial technique, but by the same token I want to give 

them a different character. I am not interested in pointillism because I believe the road to 

be too narrow, but I feel directed by the coloring in sounds and the new rhythms of 

electronic music.65 

 

As Bacewicz alludes to in this interview, in the String Quartet no. 6, she creates a variety of 

sections by using serial techniques, including selective use of twelve-tone techniques. Extended 

string techniques also contribute to the work’s sonoristic aesthetic. 

 

                                                        
65. Stefan Kisielewski, “An Interview with Grażyna Bacewicz,” in Z muzycznej międzyepoki [Between 

Musical Eras] (Kracow: Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne, 1965), 205. 
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Stylistic Analysis 

 

The character of the movements of the String Quartet no. 6 generally aligns with convention. The 

Andante-Vivo first movement and the fast final movement frame the quartet. The dance-like second 

movement, Vivace, and the slow third movement, Grave, take on expected roles for inner movements. 

However, despite the familiar four-movement structure, Bacewicz develops the entire quartet using serial 

and sonoristic principles.  

The first movement, Andante-Vivo, can be divided into two parts. The first part consists of six 

small sections, although Bacewicz does not indicate these divisions in the score. These sections are 

differentiated through articulations, dynamics, textures, melodic gestures, and rhythmic figures. Bacewicz 

recalls some of these six sections in the second part of the movement. Throughout all the sections in both 

parts of the movement, including in the transitions between sections, Bacewicz uses glissandi, which 

helps provide unity. Bacewicz also employs twelve-tone technique in two sections in part one and one 

section in part two. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 6.1ab. 

 

FIGURE 6.1a   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, first movement, part 1 

A mm. 1–15 

B mm. 16–32  

C mm. 32–39  

Transition 1 mm. 39–45 

D mm. 46–55  

Transition 2 mm. 55–58 

E mm. 59–67  

Transition 3 mm. 67–74  

F mm. 74–79   
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FIGURE 6.1b   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, first movement, part 2 

D′ mm. 80–106  

Transition 4 mm. 106–116  

A′ mm. 116–143 

F′ mm. 144–159  

Transition 5 mm. 159–163 

E′ mm. 164–170  

Transition 6 mm. 170–183  

F′′ mm. 183–195 

D′′′ mm. 196–202  

E′′ mm. 202–208  

Transition 7 mm. 208–213 

A′′ mm. 214–226 (end) 

 

 Section A departs radically from any of Bacewicz’s previous quartet writing. The mood is 

ominous and mysterious. Bacewicz writes no melody, or even a consistent twelve-tone row. As shown in 

Musical Example 6.1, she creates sound clusters that contain glissandi and natural and artificial harmonics. 

The dynamic is soft, and the instruments are muted. In Section B, Bacewicz employs twelve-tone 

technique, but this section is more audibly differentiated from Section A by the two gestures that 

dominate it throughout: pizzicato eighth notes and dissonant double stops. Bacewicz introduces the row 

(A–B♭–C–E–C♯–D–F–F♯–B–G♯–G–E♭) in mm. 16–18, which are given in Musical Example 6.2 . 

Bacewicz takes some liberties with twelve-tone technique: for example, the pizzicato in the cello and the 

viola in mm. 20–22 are outside the row.66 Section C, unlike the first two sections, has a homorhythmic 

texture. The section has prominent glissandi and features a slurred chromatic line set in eighth and 

sixteenth notes. 

 

                                                        
66. Thomas, Grażyna Bacewicz: Chamber and Orchestra Music, 94 .  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 1–8 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 16–18 

 

 

After Section C reaches its climax in m. 39, Bacewicz inserts the first transitional section, 

Transition 1, part of which is shown in Musical Example 6.3. Throughout the first movement, she 

consistently uses unmeasured tremolo as the main device in transitions. These transitions also often 
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contain the articulations that will be used in the section directly afterward. In Transition 1, for example, 

Bacewicz adds both tremolo and sixteenth-note saltando to introduce the saltando that will be found 

throughout Section D. In Section D, these saltandi are played as sixteenth notes; the other pervasive 

figure is pizzicato eighth notes. In Section D, Bacewicz returns to the twelve-tone technique from  

Section B. The upper two instruments play the original row, while the lower two instruments play the 

inverted row at a rapid tempo.67 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 39–42

 

 

The subsequent transition, Transition 2, comes with tremolo and glissandi as will be common in 

transitions throughout this movement, but it does not introduce any special new articulation, since the 

upcoming Section E mainly consists of sixteenth-note patterns. In Section E, the two violins play 

sixteenth-note patterns, and the two lower instruments create a percussive effect with pizzicato quarter 

notes. After Transition 3, which again contains both tremolo and glissandi, Bacewicz imbues Section F 

with a percussive character. She places pizzicato eighth notes in all four instruments, whose short lines 

create a call and response effect. With Section F, her presentation of the six sections is complete. 

 In the remainder of the movement, Bacewicz reconceptualizes ideas from Part I by bringing back 

gestures from the previous sections through returning to their articulations, rhythmic figures, or both. 

                                                        
67. Ibid., 95. 
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However, she does not reprise their pitch content. Section D′ comes first, and Bacewicz brings back the 

saltando from Section D, but at a faster tempo. Instead of using only sixteenth notes, she writes the 

saltando in eighth notes. She also enhances the virtuosity of the lines through writing sixteenth-note 

double stops that use saltando, as shown in Musical Example 6.4. In addition to the expected tremolo, 

Transition 4 also contains long-held natural harmonics in the first violin. These provide a foretaste of the 

upcoming section, Section A′, that frequently uses natural harmonics. Section A′ presents oscillating 

natural harmonics, moving between D and A, in the cello. These harmonics hearken back to the natural 

harmonics in the original Section A. The cello provides a foundation for the melodic lines—the first true 

melodic lines in the movement—in the second violin and viola. Section A′ also contains a twelve-tone 

row, which was not in the original Section A, but was in Section B. In Section F′, all four instruments 

recall the percussive pizzicato character of the original Section F. However, Section F′ includes more 

pizzicato double-stops as well as more accents.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 102–105 

 

 

Before presenting Section E′, Bacewicz includes another transition, Transition 5. She combines 

tremolo with sul ponticello for the first time in this quartet. Sul ponticello will be the main device that 

characterizes the following section. Although she retains the same running sixteenth-note scales as in the 

original Section E, in Section E′ she creates more variety by making the scalar passages longer. The 

violins and the two lower instruments play their scales in contrary motion, and for the most part in sul 
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ponticello, as shown in Musical Example 6.5. Transition 6, like Transition 3, does not introduce any new 

articulations. In Section F′′, Bacewicz does not use pizzicato, as she had in the original Section F and in 

Section F′. Instead, dry staccato arco eighth notes recall the spirit of the percussive character of the 

original Section F.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 164–166 

 

 

As Bacewicz approaches the end of the first movement, she brings back Section D with its 

characteristic saltando. In Section D′′′, she introduces a saltando anapestic figure of two sixteenth notes 

followed by an eighth, which smoothly changes into the running sixteenth-note ascending scales in the 

subsequent Section E′′. The last transition section, Transition 7, is short and contains descending 

chromatic scales that bring the movement back to the spirit of its opening and prepare for Section A′′, 

which closes the movement. More so than in the rest of Part II, in Section A′′, Bacewicz recalls the 

tempo, dynamics, and articulations of the original section.  

The dance-like second movement, Vivace, which is in 3/4, expands the quartet’s palette of tone 

colors without introducing additional string techniques. Bacewicz creates complex tone colors through 

combining techniques from the first movement. Please refer to the map of this movement given in  

Figure 6.2. 
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FIGURE 6.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, second movement 

A mm. 1–26 

B mm. 27–52 

C mm. 53–72 

B′ mm. 73–96 

A′ mm. 97–106 

C′ mm. 107–120 

A′′ mm. 121–128 (end) 

 

Unlike in the first movement, in the second movement sections contain a variety of figurations 

and techniques, not just one or two. The lively Section A has five figures or devices that distinguish it. 

Bacewicz begins with glissandi in all four instruments, as shown in Musical Example 6.6. In the next 

measure, she recalls a saltando anapestic figure of two sixteenth notes followed by an eighth from  

Section D′′′ in the first movement. Pizzicato is another important device in Section A, although it is the 

least frequently used technique within it. Tremolo, which had been the main device of the transitions in 

the first movement, returns throughout Section A. The final hallmark of Section A is a group of sixteenth 

notes that includes slurs over the bar-line, which can be seen in part in the final measure of Musical 

Example 6.6. Throughout Section A, the dynamics frequently rise and fall, which animates the section. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, second movement, mm. 1–12 

 

 

In Section B, Bacewicz maintains a quiet dynamic, and she oscillates between two different 

compositional gestures. In the first, she creates complex tone colors by combining multiple techniques, as 

shown in Musical Example 6.7. She places sul ponticello sixteenth-note scales in the first violin (and 

sometimes in the second violin), tremolo in the second violin, eighth-note saltando in the viola, and 

glissando in the cello. This heterogeneous compositional gesture, differs from the second gesture, as 

shown in mm. 31–32, in which all instruments have staccato eighth notes that create a percussive 

character, hearkening back to Section F from the first movement.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, second movement, mm. 25–33  

 

   

 

Unlike the previous two sections, Section C does not contain a variety of techniques. Throughout 

most of Section C, the upper two and lower two instruments play slurred running chromatic sixteenth-

note passages in contrary motion. This produces a homorhythmic texture, with the exception of the 

passages in which the cello plays eighth-note natural harmonics and the viola plays eighth-note saltandi.  

Section B′ begins by recalling the first gesture from Section B, which mainly features alternation 

between percussive saltando and running scales. However, for these scales, Bacewicz no longer indicates 
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sul ponticello, and she writes thirty-second notes instead of sixteenth notes. It is only in the remainder of 

Section B′, in mm. 89–96, that Bacewicz recalls the sul ponticello sixteenth notes from Section B. She 

then alternates running scales with the percussive gesture that contains pizzicato in all four instruments. 

Section A′ brings back the fast tempo, articulations, and rhythmic figures from the original 

Section A, but Section A′ maintains a quiet dynamic throughout. In Section C′, Bacewicz changes the 

original sixteenth-note pattern into a thirty-second note pattern; however, as before, she uses contrary 

motion. Section A′′, the last return of Section A, closes the movement. Bacewicz does not include all the 

devices and figures of the original Section A but presents repeated anapestic rhythmic figures with 

occasional pizzicato and natural harmonics. The endings of the first and second movement differ greatly. 

The first movement closes with perdendosi and long held notes; the second movement finishes with 

strong pizzicato chords.  

The brief third movement, Grave, employs string techniques that have not yet been introduced in 

this composition. The most prominent techniques are scordatura and bariolage. Scordatura is an 

indication that a string should be tuned to a different pitch than normally. Unlike other string techniques 

that Bacewicz frequently employs throughout the String Quartet no. 6, she only places bariolage in the 

third movement. The word bariolage means an “odd mixture of colors,” and it is used in music to 

describe alternation between one open string and another stopped one, on which the notes may vary.68 

Despite these new techniques, this movement is the most conventional in this quartet in that it clearly falls 

into a traditional form—arch structure. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 6.3. 

 

                                                        
68. Grove Music Online, s.v. “Bariolage,” by David D. Boyden and Peter Walls, accessed January 15, 

2016, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/grove/music/02060. 
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FIGURE 6.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, third movement 

A mm. 1–7 

B mm. 8–30  

A′ mm. 31–35 (end) 

 

 Section A has a gloomy character that Bacewicz develops through several means. The scoring is 

thin at first, and the instruments enter one at a time. Bacewicz marks “Vno I corda mi muta in mi♭,” 

which indicates to tune the first violin’s E string to E♭. This darkens the timbre of the first violin, 

diminishing the brilliance of the E string. Dissonant chords pervade this section. The rhythmic profile of 

Section A is not very animated; Bacewicz only uses long-held notes, eighth notes, and quarter notes.  

 Bacewicz differentiates Section B through a higher register and more active rhythmic figures. 

However, she does not depart from the gloomy character of Section A. For example, she highlights the 

flattened E string through bariolage in mm. 8–20 that emphasizes the first violin’s scordatura, as shown 

in the outset of Section B in Musical Example 6.8. The bariolage in the upper two violins provides 

accompaniment for the cello’s melodic line. The viola adds variety to the tone color through percussive 

pizzicato interjections. After the first third of Section B, the first violin’s bariolage on E♭ ceases, and the 

violin instead plays natural harmonic double stops on A and E♭ beginning in m. 15. Section B, the center 

of the arch structure, increases in intensity as rhythmic figures become faster in its middle third. To 

prepare for the somber return of Section A, Bacewicz begins applying a diminuendo in m. 28, three 

measures before the return of Section A. The last section, Section A′ begins in m. 31. As shown in 

Musical Example 6.9, Section A′ is only five measures long, but it almost exactly recalls the first four 

measures of the original Section A. Bacewicz thus elegantly concludes her arch structure. The dynamics 

and textural plan of the movement also contribute to its arch form. The outer sections are very soft and 

rarely have all instruments playing together. More active rhythms in the middle section help establish it as 

the movement’s climax.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, third movement, mm. 7–9 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.9   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, second movement, mm. 31–35 

 

Bacewicz follows tradition by having a rondo-like form in the fourth movement, which is set in 

6/8. She often chose rondo form for the last movement of her previous string quartets. In this quartet, the 

principal section alternates with two contrasting sections. Each section is defined by sonoristic qualities 

more than by thematic phrases. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 6.4. 
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FIGURE 6.4   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, fourth movement 

 

A mm. 1–39 

B mm. 40–46 

A′ mm. 46–71 

C mm. 72–90 

Transition mm. 91–96 

A′′ mm. 97–127 

Transition mm. 128–137 

A′′′ mm. 138–150 (end) 

 

Section A presents the principal idea: running, rapid staccato eighth notes that ascend and 

descend. Bacewicz employs different means to add variety within the simple eighth-note pattern, given in 

part in Musical Example 6.10. She places accents seemingly at random; she frequently assigns double 

stops, especially in the first violin; and she mixes in pizzicato to heighten the lively and percussive 

character of the section. The texture is mostly homorhythmic during the entirety of Section A except for 

when the cello has a short melodic passage while other three instruments play staccato eighth notes 

toward the end of Section A. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.10   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, fourth movement, mm. 1–12 

 

As in a traditional rondo, Section B contrasts with Section A in its articulation and dynamics. The 

homorhythmic texture and eighth-note patterns continue from the previous section, but glissandi and a 

turn to ppp create a more subdued character, as shown in Musical Example 6.11. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, fourth movement, mm. 37–44 

 

 

Section A′ contains the same articulation, tempo, and rhythmic figure as the original Section A, 

but it does not reprise its motivic or thematic ideas. The pitches differ completely from those in  

Section A, but there are multiple similarities: running eighth note staccato scales, natural harmonics, 

unexpected accents, and a homorhythmic texture. 

Before moving into Section C, Bacewicz includes a two-measure transition, which mainly 

features the glissando from Section B. Section C, which follows, is derived from Section A. As 

mentioned before, in Section A there was a brief passage featuring a melody against staccato eighth notes; 

this becomes the primary texture of Section C. The first violin initially carries the legato melody, which 

will eventually be imitated by the other instruments. This movement does not incorporate as many string 

techniques as the first two movements. However, the col legno in Section C, as shown in Musical 

Example 6.12, is the first appearance of this technique in her string quartets. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.12   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, fourth movement, mm. 74–77 

 

 

Bacewicz adds a short transition in mm. 91–96 that contains the staccato eighth notes and 

glissando from previous sections. As before, Section A′′ does not reprise the original Section A, but it 

does bring back its tempo, rhythmic figures, and irregular accents. Another transitional passage follows 

and leads to a climax that features sixteenth-note patterns instead of the eighth notes that had pervaded the 

movement. After a dramatic decrescendo, Section A returns one more time. In this last section of the 

movement, however, Bacewicz makes some changes to facilitate the ending. Section A′′′ has a softer 

dynamic than the original Section A and ends pppp. The last half of Section A′′′ also has a lighter tone 

color with frequent natural harmonics.  

 

Writing for String Quartet 

 String techniques are an essential source of expression and formal structure in Bacewicz’s String 

Quartet no. 6. Along with other parameters such as dynamics, register, and rhythmic figurations, these 

string techniques determine the divisions of sections within each movement. Percussive and electronic 

effects play a significant role in Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6. Her techniques and the characters with 

which she associates them have both similarities and differences to the characters that her contemporaries, 

such as Penderecki, and earlier generations, including Bartók, created with the same techniques.  
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 Bacewicz presents a variety of percussive sounds in her String Quartet no. 6, which has more 

percussive effects than any of her previous quartets. She evokes both non-pitched and pitched percussive 

instruments. Col legno is one string technique that she employs to mimic non-pitched percussion 

instruments such as drums, cymbals, or castanets. The fourth movement of her String Quartet no. 6 

contains colorful use of col legno in the three lower instruments, which accompany the first violin’s 

melodic line. Since the three lower instruments play pianissimo, the col legno in this particular section is 

especially evocative of a softly played castanet. Bacewicz could have given a more dramatic role to col 

legno; for example, Bartók had used triple stop col legno in all four instruments in his String Quartet no. 

4. A representative passage is given in Musical Example 6.13. However, Bacewicz chooses to employ col 

legno in a quiet but lively way. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.13   Bartók, String Quartet no. 4, fifth movement, mm. 332–338 

 

 

 Bacewicz also mimics the sound of pitched percussion instruments, like marimba or timpani, 

through devices such as pizzicato and saltando. Section F and the subsequent Section D′ in the first 

movement contain the most distinctive sections that evoke pitched percussion instruments. The pizzicato 

in all four instruments in Section F draws out the animated mallet sound of the marimba, whereas the 

following Section D′ with saltando on repeated pitches evokes the rolls of the timpani.  
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 As Bacewicz noted in the interview excerpted at the beginning of this chapter, she found more 

interest in electronic music than in narrower aesthetics such as pointillism. Her String Quartet no. 6 

contains some passages that mimic electronic manipulation of sounds. One representative example is her 

creative use of glissando. She places ascending and descending glissandi in the opening of the String 

Quartet no. 6, creating a siren-like effect, as given in Musical Example 6.14. One of Bacewicz’s 

contemporaries, Krzysztof Penderecki, also used glissandi to create a siren-like effect in his String 

Quartet no. 1, written in the same year as Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6. However, he did so differently; 

he employs “vibrato-glissando.” This technique combines the movement of vibrato with the ascending 

and descending movement of glissando.69 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.14   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 6, first movement, mm. 1–4 

 

 

Bariolage is a technique Bacewicz employs to create a narrower siren-like effect in one passage, 

provided in Musical Example 6.15a, which occurs in the third movement. This bariolage alternates 

between a brighter open string and a more muted stopped string. Because in this excerpt both strings have 

the same pitch, the result is a wavy sonic stream that sounds like an unsteady electronic pitch. Although 

Bacewicz’s use of bariolage mimics an electronic siren sound, even very similar passages of bariolage 

suggest a different character. As shown in Musical Example 6.15b from the slow fourth movement of 

                                                        
69. Robin Stowell, “Extending the Technical and Expressive Frontiers,” in The Cambridge Companion to 

the String Quartet, ed. Robin Stowell (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 162.  
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Bartók’s String Quartet no. 5, the low register of the first violin, which plays bariolage, keeps the line 

from having the same penetrating siren-like sound.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.15a   Bacewicz, String Quartet, no. 6, third movement, mm. 10–12 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 6.15b   Bartók, String Quartet no. 5, Andante, mm. 15–17 
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Chapter 7: String Quartet no. 7 (1965) 

 

Historical Background  

String Quartet no. 7, Bacewicz’s last string quartet, was written in 1965, four years before her 

untimely death from a heart attack. The premiere was given by the Kimova Quartet in May 1966 at the 

Łańcut Chamber Music Days (currently known as the Łańcut Music Festival), and the quartet was 

published by PWM (Polskie Wydawnictwo Muzyczne) in 1989.70 Bacewicz was actively composing in 

various genres of music during 1965. Her other works written during this year include Musica Sinfonica, 

her Violin Concerto no. 7, the Piano Quintet no. 2, Divertimento for string orchestra, Incrustations for 

horn and chamber ensemble, the Trio for Oboe, Horn and Percussion, and Little Triptych for piano.   

 

Stylistic Analysis 

During the last decade of her life, Bacewicz explored different styles of music rather than 

pursuing only one direction. Some of her works from the 1960s, including an orchestral piece, Pensieri 

Notturni (1961), the Quartet for Four Cellos (1964), and Contradizione (1966), a work for chamber 

orchestra, are written in two-movement structures, not traditional three or four-movement formats. In 

String Quartet no. 7, on the other hand, she moves back toward convention. The movements fall into the 

traditional pattern of fast-slow-fast: I. Allegro – II. Grave – III. Con vivezza. Each movement has a 

traditional form—sonata, ternary, and rondo, respectively. She also achieves integration of the quartet as a 

whole through semitone intervallic connections within and between movements, just as she frequently 

had in her quartets before gravitating toward the avant-garde. However, within these traditional forms, 

she uses sonorisitic elements. She thus follows the strategy she had followed in her String Quartet no. 6. 

As mentioned by Lutosławski, “the String Quartet no. 7 is new evidence of the use of certain possibilities 

that have been hidden in this type of an ensemble, but which have never been utilized. From the time of 

                                                        
70. Trochimczyk, “Grażyna Bacewicz.”  
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Bartok very few composers have written in the same manner as Bacewicz who was able to penetrate the 

secrets of the string quartet.”71  

The opening movement, Allegro, is in a modified sonata form, which demonstrates Bacewicz’s 

attempt to return to traditional structures after her String Quartet no. 6. She reinvents sonata form by 

conceptualizing it through sonoristic gestures rather than thematic material. The use of contrasting 

sections allows Bacewicz to hold on to a traditional framework while experimenting with sonoristic 

language. Throughout the movement, she emphasizes melodic and vertical semitones. Please refer to the 

map of this movement given in Figure 7.1. 

 

FIGURE 7.1   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 7, first movement 

Exposition  Section A Segment A mm. 1–14 

Segment B mm. 15–16 

Segment C mm. 17–24 

Segment D mm. 25–30 

Segment E mm. 31–40 

Segment C′ mm. 41–45 

Section B 
Segment F mm. 46–66 

Segment C′′ mm. 67–72 

Development  mm. 73–112 

Recapitulation 

 

 Segment D′ mm. 113–116 

Segment E′ mm. 117–120 

Segment F′ mm. 121–125 

Segment B′ mm. 126–135 

Segment C′′′ mm. 136–145 

Segment F′′ mm. 146–152 

Segment A′ mm. 153–167 

Coda  mm. 168–172 (end) 

 

                                                        
71. Rosen, Grażyna Bacewicz: Her Life and Works, 34. 
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  The exposition consists of two contrasting groups, which are labeled Section A and Section B in 

the map above. Each group contains several segments differentiated by sonoristic qualities such as 

melodic and rhythmic figures, articulation, texture, and dynamics. Section A has six segments.  

  Segment A, in mm. 1–14, introduces saltando, one of the main techniques of the movement. 

Bacewicz incorporates this saltando on repeated pitches at the outset of Segment A, as shown in Musical 

Example 7.1. This segment also contains eighth-note gettato and pizzicato chords, which give it a 

percussive character. Unmeasured tremolo and occasionally glissandi and natural harmonics appear 

throughout Segment A. At the opening of the segment A, Bacewicz gives the first violin a continuous 

tremolo. Underneath, she alternates between a repeated sixteenth-note saltando in the viola, quiet eighth-

note chordal gettato in the cello, and eighth-note pizzicato chords in the second violin.  

  In the first two measures of Segment A, Bacewicz introduces the semitone motive in two 

different ways. The first violin presents the melodic semitone through oscillating tremolo, whereas the 

two alternating eighth-note chords in the cello and the second violin contain the vertical semitone. 

Bacewicz increasingly draws upon the vertical semitone in the polychords in the latter half of Segment A, 

beginning in m. 8. Although Bacewicz places some crescendos and decrescendos throughout Segment A, 

the dynamic remains quiet throughout.   
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.1   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, first movement, mm. 1–5 

 

   

The percussive character of Segment A disappears during the brief Segment B, which is only two 

measures long. In Segment B, the first violin and the viola have slurred descending sequences of 

chromatic scales played sul ponticello, as shown in Musical Example 7.2. Saltando returns in the 

subsequent Section C. Unlike the saltando in Segment A, this saltando carries a moving line of sixteenth 

notes and is set imitatively in all four instruments, as shown in Musical Example 7.2. The beginning of 

the second saltando group in m. 18 contains a vertical semitone.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.2   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, first movement, mm. 15–19 

 

 

  The energetic Segment D introduces a new technique, eighth-note spiccato. The imitative texture 

from the previous segment remains, but the dynamic increases dramatically to forte. Section E combines 

several gestures and techniques from the previous sections. It brings together the repeated-pitch saltando 

from Segment A, the imitative setting from Segment C, and spiccato from Section D. The last segment of 

Section A, Segment C′, alternates between saltando moving sixteenth notes in an imitative setting and 

eighth-note gettato.  

Bacewicz creates a recognizable (though nontraditional) formal framework, using sonoristic 

gestures as the building blocks instead of traditional melodically and harmonically driven themes. Section 

B differs from Section A in tempo, rhythmic figures, and articulations. Section A overall had a 

rhythmically active and percussive character; Section B emphasizes melodic motion supported by a 

incessant pedal. Nonetheless, the two segments of Section B do contain familiar gestures from Section A. 

The first segment of Section B, Segment F, mainly consists of a pedal in all four instruments. The viola 
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has the most elaborate part as it combines a trill with the pedal and occasionally plays glissandi. These 

trills and glissandi, along with the continuous pedals in the other instruments, create an eerie character. 

The following Segment G brings back many sonoristic gestures from Section A, including the imitative 

saltando from Segment C as well as the eighth-note pizzicato and gettato from Segment A. All the 

sonoristic gestures and the intervallic motive persist throughout the subsequent development and 

recapitulation.  

  The development contains altered versions, fragments, and combinations of segments from the 

exposition and also introduces new compositional gestures. In the beginning of the development, 

Bacewicz constructs complex phrases. For example, she places the pedal with trills from Segment F 

against the unmeasured tremolo and glissando from Segment A and the sul ponticello from Segment B. 

The semitone remains significant throughout the development. Bacewicz highlights the vertical semitone, 

especially with a group of threatening dissonant polychords that suddenly appears in m. 84. Presenting the 

semitone in polychords is one of the prominent compositional gestures throughout the movement. The 

development subsequently recalls the chromatic scales from Segment B, but Bacewicz alters them by 

switching to ascending chromatic scales in all four instruments. She also adds occasional pedals with trills 

and glissandi in the lower two instruments during the chromatic scales. After this, for the first time in the 

development, Bacewicz brings back the percussive character from Section A. In. m. 103, she places 

eighth-note gettato that has the indication of “come percussione.” Before initiating the recapitulation, 

Bacewicz gives the second violin bariolage that strongly emphasizes the melodic semitone motive. 

Bacewicz does not present the segments of the exposition in their original order. She does not 

begin the recapitulation with Segment A; instead, she opens with Segment D′, which contains eighth-note 

spicatto. After this she moves to Segment E′ with repeated-pitch saltando. The subsequent Segment F′ 

brings back the pedal of the original Section F and also contains a new melody. The melody, played by 

the cello, is the first substantial melody in the movement. The en dehors line highlights the melodic 

semitone.  

Segment B′ recalls the sul ponticello chromatic scales from the original Segment B, but Bacewicz 
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assigns the chromatic scales to the inner two instruments and adds glissandi to the outer instruments. 

Bacewicz places a few transitional measures of imitative pizzicato to prepare for the return of Segment C, 

which mainly features saltando in an imitative setting. Toward the end of the movement, Bacewicz 

begins to combine elements from the segments as in the development. Bacewicz uses the rhythmic frame 

of Segment D and fills it with different gestures such as the bouncing gettato from Segment A and the 

chromatic descending line from Segment B. 

At this point, the only remaining segment that Bacewicz has not reprised is Segment A. Bacewicz 

finally brings it back in the last part of the recapitulation, although she lays out the components of 

Segment A in reverse order. She begins with sixteenth-note saltando in a homorhythmic setting, which 

had only appeared in the last part of the original Segment A. After this, Bacewicz includes a combination 

of techniques similar to those at the outset of Segment A. As shown in Musical Example 7.3, the cello 

and the viola provide eighth-note punctuation using gettato and pizzicato; the first violin oscillates 

between two artificial harmonics, which evokes the sound of tremolo and also brings out the melodic 

semitone motive that the first violin had presented at the opening of the movement; and the viola plays 

sixteenth-notes on repeated pitches, recalling the sound of sixteenth-note saltando. The brief coda 

concludes the movement by re-emphasizing its two most prominent articulations, eighth-note gettato and 

sixteenth-note saltando. Two short saltando figures in contrary motion provide a light and witty ending to 

this complex movement. 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.3   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, first movement, mm. 160–163 
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In having a Grave as the slow middle movement, Bacewicz offers a tip of the hat toward 

convention. This ternary form movement consists of three contrasting sections (the third one being a 

varied reiteration of the first one), although they all convey a gloomy character. In the Grave, Bacewicz 

incorporates various string techniques from the first movement. Please refer to the map of the Grave 

given in Figure 7.2.  

 

FIGURE 7.2   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 7, second movement 

 

Section A mm. 1–31 

Section B mm. 32–50 

Section A′ mm. 51–110 (end) 

 

 

  Section A features two gestures from the first movement: a pedal note from Section F and the 

oscillating semitone passages from the end of the first movement. These two gestures alternate and 

combine throughout Section A. The outset of Section A introduces these two gestures, as Bacewicz 

begins the movement with a pedal note in all four instruments. She creates a somber effect through con 

sordino and sul tasto; she will also use glissando, sul ponticello, harmonics, con sordino, and pizzicato to 

add more color to Section A. After the end of the first pedal-note passage in m. 5, the viola plays a 

cadenza-like solo passage that consists of oscillating semitones, as shown in Musical Example 7.4. 

Bacewicz then introduces pedals again, although she gives the cello its pedal on a bariolage D. At this 

point, she brings Section A’s two gestures together in m. 17: she combines pedal notes in the outer 

instruments with oscillating contrary motion in the inner instruments. Bacewicz also introduces new 

intervallic motives, which will persist throughout this movement. These are the minor third and the major 

second, which appear often during oscillating passages. At the last viola solo before Section B, Bacewicz 

highlights these intervals again along with the semitone.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.4   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, second movement, mm. 5–10 

 

 

  The following Section B proceeds at a faster tempo. Bacewicz features articulations that had 

appeared in the first movement and in the preceding Section A; these include glissando, natural 

harmonics, tremolo, pedal, and pizzicato. The rhythmic figure of a sixteenth-note triplet followed by an 

eighth note dominates most of Section B and appears in the second violin and the cello. The second violin 

turns to tremolo in the beginning of m. 38, leading into the threatening climax of Section B in m. 44. 

Bacewicz prepares for the return of the somber Section A′ through a dramatic decrescendo in mm. 44–50.  

The slow tempo that opens the movement returns in Section A′. This section contains a few 

elements of Section B along with the expected reprise of Section A. Bacewicz brings back the cadenza-

like solo from the original Section A but in the first violin instead of the viola, and now marked “en 

dehors.” Instead of alternating between pedals and oscillating passages as in Section A, Bacewicz chooses 

sul ponticello chromatic scales to replace the oscillating motion. As shown in Musical Example 7.5, 

Bacewicz also achieves integration between Section A′ and Section B by recalling the rhythmic figure 

from Section B of a sixteenth-note triplet followed by an eighth note. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.5   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, first movement, mm. 89–91 

 

 

   Bacewicz finishes the movement in a similar manner to how she had closed Section A. She 

evokes the viola solo from earlier, but now puts it in all four instruments homorhythmically. Again, she 

emphasizes the melodic intervals of the minor third, the major second, and the semitone.  

The third movement, Con vivezza, has a rondo form and suggests arch structure as well. 

Bacewicz establishes connections to the previous movement by retaining certain articulations and the 

intervallic motive of the semitone. Please refer to the map of this movement given in Figure 7.3.  

 

FIGURE 7.3   The form of Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 7, third movement 

A mm. 1–9 

 

B mm. 40–50 

 

A′ mm. 51–69 

 

C mm. 70–112 

 

A′′ mm. 113–142 

 

B mm. 143–164 

 

A′′′ mm. 165–187 (end)  
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Section A of the rondo mainly features staccato eighth-notes with semitone grace notes, although 

she adds a group of dissonant chords and glissandi as the music grows more intense toward the close of 

Section A. In addition to the ubiquitous melodic semitones in the grace notes, Bacewicz also presents 

vertical semitone in eighth-note polychords, such as those in mm. 7–9, as shown in Musical Example 7.6. 

Once again, the intervallic motive of the semitone plays a significant role in integrating this string quartet.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.6   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, third movement, mm. 6–9 

 

 

The subsequent Section B contrasts with Section A in its tone color. Section B in m. 40, as shown 

in Musical Example 7.7, contains layers of different sonoristic gestures, including a continuous trilled 

pedal in the first violin, eighth-note pizzicato in the viola, a lyrical cello solo, and the second violin’s 

arpeggiated natural harmonics that are played as slurred sixteenth notes. In Section A′, which follows, 

Bacewicz retains the principal ideas from the original Section A: eighth-note figuration, emphasis on the 

semitone, and an intensified ending. Eighth-note chords in mm. 57–64 also present the vertical semitone 

as in the original Section A. However, she adds artificial harmonics to the eighth-note staccato figure, and 

she uses tremolo along with dissonant chords as she intensifies the ending of Section A′.  
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.7   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, third movement, mm. 39–41 

 

 

 The subsequent Section C, the high point of the arch structure, is the longest and most dramatic 

section in terms of variety of articulations. Furthermore, this section draws upon all the compositional 

gestures that Bacewicz had used throughout the quartet. The opening of Section C consists of lyrical 

melodies, followed by contrasting passages with notes played all down bow in m. 75, as shown in 

Musical Example 7.8. After this, she turns to a percussive character, marking the pizzicato eighth notes in 

the subsequent phrase “come percussione” in m. 88. She also uses string techniques, including glissando, 

gettato, bariolage, and sul ponticello that she also had incorporated in the previous movements.  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.8   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, third movement, mm. 70–79 
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 Section A′′ reprises the eighth-note staccato of the original Section A. Section A′′ also features 

arpeggiated sixteenth-note figures played sul ponticello. The sul ponticello technique had appeared 

throughout the entire work. As at the close of Section A and Section A′′, Bacewicz ends Section A′′ with 

threatening dissonant chords. The lyrical melody returns in Section B′ in the first violin, although the tone 

color is not as varied as in the original Section B. Section A′′′, the last section of the movement, 

establishes the outer frame of the arch structure through extensive use of the eighth-note staccato with 

grace notes from the opening of the movement. In contrast to Section C, the peak of the arch structure, 

Bacewicz thins out the scoring in Section A′′′ and reduces the dynamics. She thus brings the arch 

structure to its close.  

 

Writing for String Quartet 

 Throughout her seven string quartets, Bacewicz incorporated an ever-widening range of string 

techniques. In her String Quartet no. 7 and in her other string works written during the 1960s, Bacewicz 

especially favors bow techniques such as saltando, gettato, sul ponticello, and tremolo. 

Saltando, which Bacewicz had used in her String Quartet no. 6, frequently appears in her String 

Quartet no. 7. The term saltando has the same meaning as the French word sautillé, which directs the 

player to use a short bow-stroke that bounces on the middle of the bow. Wrist movement controls each 

note in saltando without any other horizontal motion.72 Bacewicz employs two types of saltando in 

different segments of the first movement in her String Quartet no. 7. The first type consists of repeated 

notes on a single pitch; this variety of saltando opens the quartet. Bacewicz also incorporates this single-

pitched saltando in other late works such as the Viola Concerto, as shown in Musical Example 7.9. The 

second type of saltando features moving pitches along with glissando, which determines the sequence of 

                                                        
72. The Oxford Companion to Music, s.v. “sautillé,” by David Milsom, accessed January 19, 2016, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t114/e5908.  
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pitches.73 This sort of saltando serves as the main motive of the second segment in the first movement of 

String Quartet no. 7. One of Bacewicz’s violin works, Four Caprices for solo violin (1968), contains 

prominent use of both types of saltando in mm. 31–42 of the first movement, as shown in Musical 

Example 7.10. Because of its lively character, Bacewicz often marks her saltando with the indication 

“come percussione” (as percussion). 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.9   Bacewicz, Viola Concerto, third movement, rehearsal 23 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.10   Bacewicz, Four caprices for violin solo, first movement, mm. 29–44 

 

 

Another string technique that Bacewicz often marks “come percussione” is gettato, which means 

“throw” in Italian. Gettato is essentially saltando but with horizontal movement that lets the bow 

naturally rebound against the string.74 This technique also serves an important role in the String Quartet 

no. 7.  Here the composer makes use of diverse effects resulting from gettato’s combinations with other 

musical indications. In the third movement, as shown in Musical Example 7.11, one passage combines 

                                                        
73. Linda Diane Dickson, “Violin Timbre as a Structural Element in the Music of Grazyna Bacewicz,” 

(DMA diss,, The University of Texas at Austin, 1992), 73. 

74. Christian Dimpker, Extended Notation: The Depiction of the Unconventional (Berlin : LIT, [2013]), 

111. 
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gettato with a punta d’arco (play at the point of the bow), producing a light bouncing bow stroke. 75 On 

the other hand, elsewhere in the quartet Bacewicz imbues the gettato with a more accented sound through 

marking it come percussione.76  

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.11   Bacewicz, String Quartet no. 7, third movement, mm. 98–101 

 

 

Sul ponticello had been one of Bacewicz’s favorite techniques throughout her string quartets. Sul 

ponticello produces a metallic and mysterious sound through placing the bow as near the bridge as 

possible.77 In her late works from the 1960s, Bacewicz develops a distinctive way to employ sul 

ponticello by applying sul ponticello to rapid sequences of chromatic lines. One segment in the first 

movement of String Quartet no. 7 is comprised of only one motivic device, which is descending 

chromatic scales in sul ponticello. Again, her other late works, including Four Caprices for violin solo and 

the Viola Concerto, also contain this combination, as shown in Music Example 7.12ab.   

 

                                                        
75. The Oxford Dictionary of Music, s.v. “a punta d’arco,” accessed January 20, 2016, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e486. 

76. Dickson, “Violin Timbre as a Structural Element,” 90.  

77. The Oxford Dictionary of Music, s.v. “sul ponticello,” accessed January 20, 2016, 

http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/subscriber/article/opr/t237/e9946. 
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MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.12a   Bacewicz, Four caprices for violin solo, first movement, mm. 25–27 

 

 

MUSICAL EXAMPLE 7.12b   Bacewicz, Viola Concerto, first movement, mm. 160–163 

 

 

 Bacewicz also frequently included unmeasured tremolo in her string quartets, and this technique 

is especially significant in her last two quartets. In the String Quartet no. 7, tremolo often carries the 

semitone intervallic motive; in the String Quartet no. 6, tremolo marks transitional sections. However, 

Bacewicz did not try to experiment with the technique of tremolo itself in the way that her contemporary, 

Penderecki, did. In his Threnody to the Victims of Hiroshima, written in 1960, the same year as 

Bacewicz’s String Quartet no. 6, he applied rapid tremolo between the bridge and the tailpiece.78 The 

result was a more piercing and threatening sound effect. 

 

                                                        
78. Stefan Kostka, Materials and Techniques of Post Tonal Music, 4th ed. (Boston: Pearson, 2012), 220. 
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Conclusion 

 

This study has discussed how the seven string quartets of Bacewicz, composed during a 

tumultuous period in twentieth-century Poland, relate to her overall stylistic evolution and the broader 

aesthetic trends in Poland and abroad. Through her studies in Warsaw and Paris as both a performer and a 

composer, Bacewicz became an internationally recognized musician who left her mark on the 

development of twentieth-century music within and beyond Poland, especially with regards to string 

repertoire. Bacewicz was a prolific composer who left behind thirty-nine chamber works, fourteen 

orchestral compositions, eleven concerti, fourteen solo pieces, fifteen vocal works, four stage works, and 

numerous scores for solo instruments, theater, radio, and film. Reflecting on her life, Bacewicz mused, 

“deep inside I possess a minuscule, invisible motor that allows me to accomplish a task in ten minutes 

that would take others an hour or more….my pulse beats faster than normal….I was born for action, not 

for empty talk….”79 

 Despite experiencing adversity both during and after World War II, she never stopped 

composing; nor was she deterred by the rise of the musical avant-garde during the last fifteen years of her 

life. Instead, she played an important role in this new musical arena, supporting change without losing her 

individuality. Perhaps because of her early and unexpected death, her reputation has been eclipsed by that 

of her Polish contemporaries, including Penderecki and Lutosławski.  

Of Bacewicz’s seven quartets, no. 4 has been performed most frequently; no. 2 and no. 5, on the 

other hand, are less well known. Although artists such as the Warsaw String Quartet, the Wilanów String 

Quartet, the Szymanowski String Quartet, and the Penderecki String Quartet have performed and released 

CDs or records of Bacewicz’s string quartets in the past, recordings of the String Quartet no. 2 and String  

Quartet no. 5 only became available to the public in September 2015, when Naxos completed its project 

of releasing the complete string quartets of Bacewicz, performed by the Lutosławski Quartet.  

                                                        
79. Rosen, “Grażyna Bacewicz,” 105. 
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After studying her seven quartets, each work has become special to me, regardless of its general 

popularity. No. 1 embodies Bacewicz’s longing for her Lithuanian father. The sorrowful melodies in the 

second movement of String Quartet no. 2 capture the urgency of the war situation, even as I can imagine 

the vivid first movement representing Bacewicz’s joy in having given birth to her daughter. No. 3 

celebrates the end of the war through reimagining the victory motive from Beethoven’s Symphony no. 5. 

No. 4 presents beautiful modal melodies that have enchanted audiences ever since, and the last three 

quartets demonstrate Bacewicz’s creativity and innovative spirit as they showcase novel sounds within 

comprehensible formal structures.  

As Bacewicz’s stated in the excerpt quoted above, her pulse always had to “beat faster than 

normal.” That energy, expressed in her music, must continue to inspire future studies, performances, and 

recordings of all of her seven string quartets. 
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